FESTIVAL PARTNERS

TIFF web
384 films
(255 shorts + 13 mid-length + 116 full-length)

FilmFreeWay
434 films
(374 shorts + 15 mid-length + 45 full-length)

WithoutABox
218 films
(162 shorts + 12 mid length + 43 full-length)

Reelport
74 films
(66 shorts + 8 Feature)

Festhome
42 films
(35 shorts + 3 mid-length + 4 feature)

FilmFestivalLife
27 films
(23 shorts + 4 feature)

Distributors
332 films
(222 shorts + 110 feature)

Edicioni i 15-të i Tirana International Film Festival shënoi një
numër rekord prej 1,511 aplikimesh duke patur në konsideratë
që këtë vit për herë të dytë TIFF aplikoi Entry Fee për të gjithë
pjesëmarrësit, përveç filmave në shqip.
Ky numër i lartë i aplikimeve tregon edhe njëherë reputacionin e
lartë që TIFF ka arritur ndër vite me një seleksion të kuruar imtësisht dhe një program të pasur artistik. Prurjet e këtij edicioni
nga 113 vende të botës vërtetojnë më së miri jehonën që TIFF ka
përhapur në botë si një festival indipendent dhe me kritere të
larta profesionale.

The 14th edition of Tirana International Film festival has marked a
record number of 1,511 applications, taking into consideration that
this year for the second time was applied TIFF Entry Fee for all
participants, except for films in Albanian language.
This high number of applications shows the high reputation that
TIFF has achieved over the years with a cured selection with a
rich artistic program. Inflow from 113 countries of the world of
this edition prove in the best way, the echo that TIFF has spread
as an independent festival with strong professional criteria.

Official program TIFF 2017 had 254 films in total, the highest number of films screened in a festival in Albani ever.

Feature		
Mid-length		
Short		
Fiction		
Documentary
Animation		
Video Art		
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Debut Films		
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59
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Debut Films
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1
1
1
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Special Program & Screnings
87
Feature 			20
Mid-length 			1
Short 			
66
Fiction 			59
Documentary		 16
Animation 			
6
Video Art			
6
Student			7
Debut films			
16
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Canada | 2017 | 93’

SPECIAL SCREENING

Denis
CÔTÉ
Written		
Denis Côté
Cinematography
François Messier-Rheault
Film Editing
Nicolas Roy
Produced by
Joëlle Bertossa
Denis Côté
Jeanne-Marie Poulain
Dounia Sichov

A Skin So Soft
Jean-François, Ronald, Alexis, Cédric, Benoit and Maxim are gladiators of modern times. From the
strongman to the top-class bodybuilder, to the veteran who has become a trainer, they all share the same
definition and obsession with overcoming their limitations. They are waiting for the next competition,
working hard in the gym and following extreme diets.

Festivals - Awards
Nominated Best Film Golden Leopard - Locarno International Film Festival 2017

*FESTIVALTO-DATE
FESTIVAL
TO-DONATE
FESTIVALTO-DATE
DY FILMA,
DY FESTIVALE, DY TERRITORE,

FILMS, TWO FESTIVALS, TWO TERRITORIES,
Y FILMA, DY DY
FESTIVALE,
DYTWOTWOTERRITORE,
PROJEKSIONE
DHE NJË
VOD
PROJECTIONS
AND ONEPLATFORMË
VOD PLATFORM
Y PROJEKSIONE DHE NJË PLATFORMË VOD

Fado - November 10, 2017, at 17 o’clock
Raffi - November 11, 2017, at 11 o’clock

*Simultaneous projection of the children’s film “Raffi” and the film “Fado” on International
* Projeksion simultan
fëmijë
“Raffi”
filmit
në Festivalin
Ndërkombëtar
Tirana Filmi filmit
Festival,për
Cinedays
European
Filmdhe
Festival
and“Fado”
the VoD platform
Cinesquare.net
të Filmit në Tiranë, Festivalit Europian të Filmit Cinedays dhe në platformën VOD Cinesquare.net
eksion simultan i filmit për fëmijë “Raffi” dhe filmit “Fado” në Festivalin Ndërkombëtar
mit në Tiranë, Festivalit Europian të Filmit Cinedays dhe në platformën VOD Cinesquare.net

Germany, Portugal | 2016 | 101’

SPECIAL SCREENING

Jonas
ROTHLAENDER
Screenplay
Jonas Rothlaender
Sebastian Bleyl
DoP		
Alexander Haßkerl
Producer
Tara Biere
Editor		
Dietmar Kraus
Sound		
Johannes Kaschek
Starring
Luise Heyer
Golo Euler

Fado
Young doctor Fabian travels to Lisbon to win back his ex-girlfriend Doro. While the two of them are
gradually getting closer again, they are being haunted by their fears. Fabian’s jealousy once again puts their
relationship to the test...

Festivals - Awards
45th International Film Festival Rotterdam 2016
15th Transilvania International Film Festival Cluj
38th Moscow International Film Festival
Best fiction debut 2016 - German Film Critics Association

Germany | 2015 | 97’

Sammy’s hamster Raffi is cleverer than any other of his kind. He’s great at scoring goals in
football and, what makes him even more precious, he was given to Sammy by his father, who left
his family to take a “time off”. But one day, Raffi gets seriously ill and before he can recover, he’s
kidnapped by Rocky, a ruthless criminal. Sammy is determined to bring Raffi back home. Since his
mother is busy working and his sister Molly prefers to spend time with her boyfriend, he ventures
out to start his search for Raffi alone.

Arend
AGTHE

Music
Matthias Raue
Screenplay
Arend Agthe
Bettina Kupfer
Producers
Arend Agthe
Bettina Kupfer

SPECIAL SCREENING

RAFFI

FEA
				TURE

DRITAN HUQI

PHILLIP BERGSON

Côté was born in Perth-Andover, New Brunswick,
Canada. He studied film at Collège Ahuntsic in
Montreal and founded nihilproductions around
1994. He made a number of short films, including
Kosovolove (2000) and La sphatte (2003). He has
also been a film critic on radio, at ici magazine from
1999 to 2005, and vice-president of the Quebec
association of film critics (Association québécoise
des critiques de cinéma, or AQCC). In 2005, his first
feature film, Les états nordiques (Drifting States),
won the Golden Leopard - Video at the Locarno
International Film Festival. His third feature film, won
the silver Leopard for best directing at the Locarno
International Film Festival and Best Canadian film
at the Festival international du cinéma francophone
en Acadie. Jean-Michel Frodon, editor-in-chief of
Cahiers du Cinéma at the time, made it one of his top
10 picks for best film of 2008. The 2009 documentary
Carcasses was presented at the Cannes Film Festival
at the Directors’ Fortnight in May 2009. It was part of
the Canada Top Ten at the Toronto International Film
Festival. In August 2010, his feature film Curling was
presented at the Locarno International Film Festival,
where it won the prize for best directing as well as
the prize for best actor (Emmanuel Bilodeau). His
2012 documentary Bestiaire, filmed at Parc Safari in
Hemmingford, Quebec, had its world premiere at the
Sundance Film Festival and was also shown at the
Berlin Film Festival.

Graduate at Albanian Ecomomic University, and
Albanian University of Law. President of the “Albanian
Producers and Filmmakers Association”. Member of
European Film Academy. Selected by European Film
Promotion, “Producers on the Move - 2011” at the
Cannes International Film Festival 2011
In 2018, he will produce the movie “My Lake” by Gjergj
Xhuvani, and “Zana” by Antoneta Kastrati. In 2016
“Distant Angels” by Gjergj Xhuvani. In 2015 “Alarm
für Cobra 11” by Nico Zavelberg. In 2014 “Amsterdam
Express” by Fatmir Koci and “Last wish” by Namik
Ajazi . In 2012 “Der Albaner” by Johannes Naber. In
2010 “Honeymoons” by Goran Paskaljevic. In 2009
“Alive” by Artan Minarolli, and “Lenin and Us” by
Saimir Kumbaro.
Television movie in 2012 “In search of!”(tv-mini
5 series) by Gjergj Xhuvani and in 2011 tv sitcom
“Komuna e Parisit” (20 series) by Altin Basha.
Documentary, “Rivers eyes” (2017) (8 series), “Alone”
(2017) (8 series), “Humanisti” (2015), “Big attacks”
(2015) (6 series), “In Front of” (2014) (20 series)
“Theater” (2012).
Short movies:
“Bela”, “Sarina”, “24 Hours”, “Doors, doors”, “The
Lession”, “The Passion”, “When the death turn the
road”, “Lucky letters”, “Albania–Italy”, “Family
Market”, “Heat”, “Lost Days” “A night of bright
weather”, “Children Jobs”, “The Farewell Waltz”,
“Horoscopes”, “Money”, “Hospital window, “Soldiers”,
“Two Friends”, etc

Winner of the Student Journalist of the Year
competition in the UK weekly New Statesman, as a
Classics Scholar Phillip Bergson then founded the
Oxford Film Festival and, on graduating, was selected
by “The Sunday Times” as a ‘New Critic’ and in the
same week began broadcasting on film for many
BBC Radio programmes. A contributor to the “Times
Literary Supplement”, “TES”, “Screen International”,
“Film Bulletin”, “Film a Doba” inter alia, he also worked
for the “European Script Fund”, has scripted shorts
and features (that have been produced and released)
and, fluent in eight-and-a-half languages, currently
programmes and advises several international film
festivals. At the National Media Museum in his native
Yorkshire, he created the “Eurovisions” project, to
promote classic and contemporary European cinema.
As a Jury Member:
in 39th Montreal World Film Festival 2015, in 57th
Berlinale 2007, in 45th International Leipzig Festival
for Documentary and Animated Film 2002, in 16th
Riga International Film Forum Arsenals 2002, in 51st
Berlinale - Berlin International Film Festival 2001, in
54th Locarno International Film Festival 2001, in 43rd
International Leipzig Festival for Documentary and
Animated Film 2000, in 41st Thessaloniki International
Film Festival 2000, in 34th Karlovy Vary International
Film Festival 1999, in 9th Cottbus Festival of East
European Cinema 1999, in 48th International
Filmfestival Mannheim-Heidelberg 1999, in 33rd
Viennale - Vienna International Film Festival 1995, in
37th International Filmfestival Mannheim-Heidelberg

FEATURE — JURY

DENIS CÔTÉ

Sweden, Montenegro | 2017 | 74’

A BALKAN NOIR
Dražen
KULJANIN
Written
Drazen Kuljanin
Director of Photography
Anna Patarakina
Producer
Drazen Kuljanin (Sweden)
Co-producer
Nikola Vukcevic (Montenegro)
Jonas Sörensson
Executive Producer
Veronika Drazic

It has been five years since Nina’s daughter went missing and only during the cigarette breaks do
we get to follow her hunt for the perpetrator as she returns to Montenegro for one last time.
The story is told in 20 sequences. The characters hunt for the truth unfolds only when they
smoke. Every scene begins with protagonist lighting a cigarette and ends when they put it out.
One pack. 20 cigarettes. 20 scenes

Israel | 2016 | 112’

BENEATH THE SILENCE
1973. Six years after returning from the Six Day War with a battle shock, Menashe realizes he will never
be the man he used to be before the war. He can’t communicate with his surroundings, and spends his
days driving away in his red track for long hours. The young family he created collapses due to his lack of
communication with his wife, Daphna, and their little son, Shlomi.
At a time when PTSD is still not recognized as a medical condition, Daphna, his wife, struggles to get help
from the military in order to maintain her husband’s last bits of sanity, while 10 year-old Shlomi tries to
understand what happened to his father and why he is different. When the Yom Kippur War breaks out, and
Menashe is sent again to the battle field, the small family crumbles to the dust.

Festivals - Awards
Sofia International Film Festival, Bulgaria, 2017
Montreal World Film Festival – First Feature Competition, 2016
Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival - FORUM SECTION, 2016

Erez MIZRAHI
Sahar SHAVIT
Producer
Erez Mizrahi & Sahar Shavit
Screenplay
Erez Mizrahi & Sahar Shavit
Cinematographer
Tomer Moneta
Editor
Erez Mizrahi
Cast
Leading Roles
Amos Tamam
Adva Bole

Turkey | 2016 | 97’

Tayfur
AYDIN

Writer
Tayfur Aydin		
Producer
Muslum aydin		
Key Cast
Sebnem Hassanisoughi
Aziz Capkurt
Sedat Culum

BLACK CROW
Sara (26) who is a famous Iranian actress lives in France for years. She has lost her contact
with her family that she left in Iran when she immigrated to France when she was 17. One night
when she comes back home after an award ceremony, she receives a letter form her father
calling her to Iran. As her entrance to her country is prohibited because of the obscene scenes
she took part in, she takes illegal ways to arrive her village in Iran. A dangerous long journey full
of patience, which she will travers on the garrons through the foggy and snowy mountains, starts
for her. Accompanied by the smugglers and a group of Turkish guides, will she be able to arrive
her village to discover the mistery of her father’s letter?
Festivals - Awards
Nominated Golden Orange Best Film - Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival 2016

Albania, Greece | 2017 | 85’

DAYBREAK
Leta is in a difficult economic situation and has not been able to pay the rent for several months.
When she and her one-year-old son are thrown out of their apartment, they move in with Sophie,
an old, immobile woman whose daughter has just employed Leta as a caretaker. In order to keep
her job and their new roof, Leta has to keep Sophie alive at any cost.

Festivals - Awards
Sarajevo Film Festival 2017
Stockholm Film Festival 2017
Warsaw International Film Festival 2017

Gentian
KOÇI
Producer
Gentian Koçi
Co-producers
Konstantina Stavrianou
Rena Vougioukalou
Director of Photography
Ilias Adamis
Editing
Christos Giannakopoulous
Bonita Papastathi
With
Ornela Kapetani
Suzana Prifti
Kasem Hoxha

Bulgaria, Germany, Macedonia | 2017 | 103’

Stephan
KOMANDAREV
Screenwriter
Stephan Komandarev
Simeon Ventsislavov
Producer
Stephan Komandarev
DoP
Vesselin Hristov
Art Director
Maria Koycheva
Costume Design
Zaklina Krstevska
Editor
Nina Altaparmakova

DIRECTIONS
At a meeting with his banker, a small business owner, who drives a taxi to make ends meet,
discovers the bribe he will have to pay to get a loan has doubled. He wants to remain an honest man.
The ethics board that reviewed his complaint about extortion now also wants its share of the action.
In desperate anger, he shoots the banker and then himself. The incident sparks a major national
debate on talk radio about how despair has taken over civil society. Meanwhile, five taxi drivers and
their passengers move through the night, each in hope of finding a brighter way forward – a new
direction.
Festivals - Awards
Nominated Un Certain Regard Award - Cannes Film Festival 2017
Nominated Golden Anchor Award - Haifa International Film Festival 2017
Nominated Best Film - Sarajevo Film Festival 2017

Bulgaria | 2016 | 97’

GLORY
Tsanko Petrov, a railroad worker finds millions of leva on the train tracks. He
decides to turn the entire amount over to the police, and the state rewards him
with a new wristwatch, but soon the new watch stops working. Meanwhile, Julia
Staikova, head of the PR department of the Ministry of Transport, loses Petrov’s
old watch. And here starts his desperate struggle to get his old watch back, as
well as his dignity.

Festivals - Awards
Nominated Golden Leopard - Locarno International Film Festival 2016
Don Quixote Award / Special Mention - Locarno International Film Festival 2016
Best International Feature Film - Edinburgh International Film Festival 2017
Best Balkan Film - Sofia International Film Festival 2017
Special Jury Award - Transilvania International Film Festival 2017

Writing
Kristina Grozeva
Petar Valchanov
Decho Taralezhkov
Photography
Krum Rodriguez
Editing
Petar Valchanov
Music
Hristo Namliev
Cast
Stefan Denolyubov
Margita Gosheva
Decho Taralezhkov
Ana Bratoeva
Produced by
Kristina Grozeva
Petar Valchanov
Co-producer
Graal Films
Konstantina Stavrianou
Irini Vougioukalou

Kristina
GROZEVA
Petar
VALCHANOV

Croatia | 2016 | 103’

Pavo
MARINKOVIC
Writer
Pavo Marinkovic
Director of Photography
Simon Tanšek
Editor
Dubravko Slunjski
Producers
Stanislav Babic
Julietta Sichel
Cast
Stjepan Peric
Dražen Kühn
Ecija Ojdanic
Olga Pakalovic

MINISTRY OF LOVE
Krešo, a hapless biologist-turned-bureaucrat, lands the least desirable government job in
Croatia: spying on war widows in order to cut off their pensions should they find new partners.
But what his bosses, including his father-in-law, don’t know is that he just may be romance’s
unlikeliest champion.

Iran | 2017 | 77’

MOTHERING
MOTHERING is a film about two sisters who live in Yazd, a city located in the deserts of Iran. One
of the sisters has abandoned her love and the other has been abandoned by hers…

Roqiye
TAVAKOLI
Written
Roqiye Tavakoli
Producer
Siyavash Haghighi
Production Company
Aseman Honar
Co.Director of Photography
Morteza Gheidi
Editor
Hayedeh Safiyari
Cast
Nazanin Bayati
Houman Seyedi

Kosova | 2017 | 85’

Edon
RIZVANOLLI
Written
Edon Rizvanolli
Director of Photography
Danny Noordanus
Production Manager
Danielle Bremer
Co-producers
Annemiek van Gorp
René Goossens
Producer
Edon Rizvanolli
Starring
Adriana Matoshi
Jason de Ridder

UNWANTED
A lonely teenage boy, who lives in Amsterdam with his refugee mother from Kosovo, keeps getting
into trouble while yearning for her acceptance. But the traumas caused by the war, which his
mother initially hides away from him, turn his world upside down.

Festivals - Awards
Karlovy Vary IFF, East of the West Competition
Prishtina International Film Festival

SHORT
											FIC
TION

HILA CHESSEN

LAURENT ROUY

Born in Shkodër in 1985. In the age of 15th he took his
first piano lessons. In the transitional period on his
birth town, Ergys started to compose for the local
artists. At the age of 18th he builds his firs left handed
guitar and went to Italy. In Bologna he continued the
studies per Cinematography Critic at the University
of Bologna, Faculty of Lettere e Filosofia corso DAMS
cinema mediologico, in the same time continued his
passion for guitar as autodidact. During the years of
University he became acquainted with all the world
cinema history, there he decided to develop his style
as a film maker. In 2007 was finally returned to
Tirana, where besides the commitments for music he
started the University of Arts, as the only chance to
become a director in Albanian Cinematography.
In Bologna on 2003 independently tried to direct his
first short film (Ciak Movie) where he will introduce
all his cinematic influences. This was his first noir
experiment. In the same year, he came back his
birth town to direct on the villages the documentary
regarding to cannabis of the north of Albania (Green
Traffic). Ergys during the Academy years had had
a recognition and appreciation from the cinematic
world in Tirana, where immediately after finishing the
academy won three projects at the Albanian National
Center of Cinematography: The Dog Killers, Me Duar
në Xhepa and One of Us, which is his first Featuring
movie. During his creativity he won three cinematic
awards, the last one was in TIFF 2016.

Born in Israel in 1987. Graduate of the art at the
Jerusalem Studio School (2008-2012). Studies Film at
the Tel Aviv University (from 2014).
International film festival coordinator at Go2Films
since 2015.
Hila have Participated in various productions of
student films and was the Manager of the Israeli
competition at the Tel Aviv International student film
festival 2017.

Laurent Rouy is a French author and journalist, based
in Belgrade, Serbia, since 2002. He is the director
of production company Trans Euro Media, and
correspondent for French global media Radio France
Internationale and France 24 TV, as well as for Radio
Television Suisse. Early 2015, Laurent Rouy met author
and actor Arnaud Humbert. Together, they worked on
the script of “At The Border”, that became Laurent’s
first short fiction (48 festivals, 10 awards).

SHORT FICTION JURY

ERGYS META

Georgia | 2017 | 13’

Sweden | 2017 | 8’

8 MINUTES

A SWEDISH CLASSIC

After apocalyptic information leaks about the sun going out, meaning the earth will get dark in
eight minutes, forever, chaos covers the whole world except for Gia - a single man under sixty
with a boring, poor life. In this crazy moment he calls his son to ask how is he handling this
situation, despite having a rare and cold relationship with him for a long while. But during the
phone call Gia finds his son is in north pole for an expedition with his fiancée, and not aware of
the coming total black out. Father hesitates to tell his son how the world is about to end and
hangs up the phone. But he can’t just sit and do nothing about it.

A woman in a tattered wedding gown wakes in the forest to the sound of a deafening car
horn. She finds her husband in the crashed car nearby. He’s in bad shape but alive. In the
wrecked interior, they start to talk about their relationship, which soon seems to be as
demolished as their Saab.

Screenwriter

Giorgi Gogichaishvili

Screenwriter

Producer		

Magda Datuashvili

Måns Berthas
Daniel Burman

Producer		

Filmuminati AB

George
GOGICHAISHVILI

David
ABRAMISHVILI

Måns
BERTHAS

Iran | 2017 | 15’

Israel | 2016 | 18’

ANIMAL

BLUE IN GREEN

A man who wants to pass the border hunts a ram and decides to escape disguised as the
animal.

Uri returns to Mika’s house for his wallet, and is confronted with devastating, yet not so
shocking news. An odd relationship is tested by circumstance, as they fumble their words in
search of true meaning and an honest connection.

Screenwriter

Bahram & Bahman Ark

Screenwriter

Leigh Heiman Pruzanski

Producer		

Bahram & Bahman Ark

Producer		

Ariella Abramoff

Bahman
&
Bahram
ARK

Leigh
Heiman
PRUZANSKI

Iran | 2016 | 11’

France | 2016 | 18’

BUILDING NO.13

BURNING

The movie is the story of human life in the sewage systems in which people from upper
floors make their social environment dirty.

It is early morning, back from a fishing trip. Lounes comes along with a jerrican of petrol in
his hand. Right there, in the middle of the shacks, he’s going to try to set himself alight. Up
in the surrounding mountains, Rachid, a clandestine cab driver, is taking Ounissa, a young
village girl to Tizi-Ouzou-sur-mer, along with a huge frozen fish. Quick! It’s getting hot
already this morning, the countdown’s begun. In the evening, as our fish has reached the
shore at last… Miracle! It’s coming...

Screenwriter

Amir Gholami

Screenwriter

Producer		

Amir Gholami

Slimane Bounia

Producer		

Amir
GHOLAMI

Sylvain Bolle-Reddat
Jérémie Chevret

Slimane
BOUNIA

Belgium | 2017 | 11’

France | 2017 | 14’

CHECK-LIST

EVERYDAY

After his life has been turned upside down, Paul decides to fight back methodically. But his
moral compass seems to been challenged as he progresses through his plan, his checklist.
How far will it lead him to?

Françoise is a company director. She is under the perverse psychological influence of her
superior. But is it real or is it an hallucination caused by her anguish?

Screenwriter

Frederic Mosbeux

Screenwriter

Producer		

François Dubois

Jean-michel mezy

Producer		

Frederic
MOSBEUX

Philippe Orreindy		
Philippe Orreindy

Philippe
ORREINDY

Serbia | 2016 | 24’

Russia | 2017 | 11’

FLUFFY

FU

A family of three are packing to emigrate to Canada from Belgrade. When Fluffy, a gigantic
prize teddy bear turns up at the door, the parents must decide whether or not they have
room for their daughter’s new friend.

Cortisol is one of the steroid hormones and is made in the adrenal glands. Under stressful
conditions, cortisol provides the body with glucose by tapping into protein stores via
gluconeogenesis in the liver. Long-term stress and elevated cortisol may also be linked to
insomnia, chronic fatigue syndrome, thyroid disorders, dementia, depression.

Screenwriter

Lee Filipovski

Screenwriter

Ilya Aksenov

Producer		

Lee Filipovski

Producer		

Vlad Malyshev

Lee
FILIPOVSKI

Ilya
AKSENOV

Greece | 2016 | 20’

France | 2017 | 20’

HELGA IS IN LUND

HYMÉNÉE

A woman, her doctor, a piano student, a man, his wife and a cat. What connects these
people? What separates them? Who is Helga? Where is Lund?

After their wedding, a young couple has to discover love for the first time. The weight of
tradition makes the first step painful, frightening, exciting and violent. Clashes involving
impulses, traditions and feelings are expressed only by body language.

Screenwriter

Thelyia Petraki

Producer		

Kostas Tagalakis

Thelyia
PETRAKI

Screenwriter

Violaine Bellet

Producer		

Guillaume de la Boulaye
Caroline Locardi

Violaine
BELLET

France | 2017 | 15’

Italy | 2017 | 15’

ICE

ISABELLA

Harri is a lieutenant colonel in the Estonian army. Divorced, he only sees his 10-year old son
during school holidays. Harri decides to make up for lost time by going to an adventurous
father-son winter trip to an island. Missing the last ferry, Harri decides to take a local ice
road over the frozen sea. On the vast snowy desert past memories collide with the present.

Inspired by the last days of the Marchesa of Mantua, a key figure of the Italian Renaissance,
tells the imaginary encounter between Isabella d’Este and her son’s lover, Isabella Boschetti. The clash / confrontation between two women of age, extraction and culture different
but in love, each one in their own way, of the same man.

Screenwriter

Anna Hints

Screenwriter

Claudio Pelizzer

Producer		

Anna Hints

Producer		

Claudio Pelizzer

Anna
HINTS

Claudio
PELIZZER

Spain | 2016 | 19’

Bulgaria, Germany | 2017 | 24’

LITHUANIA

MAYBE TOMORROW

After the death of their son, David and Elena try to keep the enthusiasm of living, even
though they have to go to Lithuania.

Hidden behind a telescope, Lone, a modern-day hermit falls in love with a quirky woman
from the building opposite. He has to cross the threshold to finally meet her… Maybe
tomorrow.

Screenwriter

Iker Arce and Pedro Rivero

Screenwriter

Producer		

Iker Arce

Gerogi Ivanov
Martin Iliev

Producer		

Martin Iliev

Iker
ARCE

Martin
ILLIEV

Finland | 2017 | 15’

Bulgaria, Croatia | 2017 | 21’

NO CONNECTION

RED LIGHT

Falling down due to a personal tragedy may save a person from themselves. Matti has
drifted into a double life, unable of taking responsibility for his actions and their effects on
those close to him.

In a small village, a bus stops at the only intersection, where the traffic light is stuck on
red. The bus driver, refuses to move forward which provokes a conflict with the passengers
and the local law enforcement. A story about the funny side of apathy, selfishness, and
loneliness in a world where following the rules is a misunderstanding.

Screenwriter

Risto-Pekka Blom

Screenwriter

Producer		

Ville Rissanen

Toma Waszarow
Viktor Dessov

Producer		

Toma Waszarow

Risto-Pekka
BLOM

Toma
WASZAROW

Iran | 2017 | 20’

France | 2016 | 7’

RETOUCH

SHADOW OF MAN

Maryam’s husband died in front of her eyes and she just watches until he dies.

In a bar in Tokyo, a man arrives at the counter. He notices a woman and decides to
approach her.

Screenwriter

Kaveh Mazaheri

Screenwriter

Kristof Sagna

Producer		

Kaveh Mazaheri

Producer		

Manifest – Anaïs Colpin

Kaveh
MAZAHERI

Kristof
SAGNA

Israel | 2017 | 26’

Bulgaria | 2017 | 15’

SHMAMA

SO CLOSE

Synopsis Leah works as a maid in the hotel during the day, while Meital, her daughter, sings
at the hotel’s lobby at night. They live trapped in their relationship, surrounded by the Dead
Sea.

Hristo, a 30-year old well educated man, is living off the grid for a while. His sister
arranges a job interview for him. The meeting with the boss turns out really interesting for
both of them.

Screenwriter

Miki Polonski

Screenwriter

Vito Bonev

Producer		

Kobi Mizrahi

Producer		

Vito Bonev,
Todor Stanchev
Dimitar Nedelchev

Miki
POLONSKI

Vito
BONEV

Russia | 2017 | 13’

France | 2016 | 9’

SO THAT MOM IS HAPPY

THE BROTHER

The young woman gets the last chance to please her mom. She just has not to spoil her
funeral.

Three sisters go about their everyday life in New Orleans in the absence of their missing
brother.

Screenwriter

Asya Mozhegova

Screenwriter

Léa Triboulet

Producer		

Dmitry Lunev

Producer		

Kira Akerman & Léa Triboulet

Asya
MOZHEGOVA

Lea
TRIBOULET

Macedonia | 2017 | 19’

France | 2016 | 18’

THE CHILDREN WILL COME

THE INTERVIEW

A young teacher is sent to a remote village in the mountains to teach the children who live
there. The winter is cold and long, and the children never seem to come. Instead, the young
teacher meets an old lady who used to work in the school and who promises her that the
children will come once she learns how to light a fire.

Christophe, in his thirties, black, passes a job interview in the company where his girlfriend,
Emma, works. The same night, convinced he got the job, the couple celebrates the event.
But in the heat of the moment, Christophe asks himself if he will be chosen for his skills or
if he received special treatment. The evening has only just begun...

Screenwriter

Branko Kosteski

Screenwriter

Marc Gurung

Producer		

Dejan Krajcevski 		
Marija Dimitrova

Producer		

Marc Gurung
Idris Lettifi
Moussa Lettifi

Ana
JAKIMSKA

Marc
GURUNG

France | 2016 | 14’

Russia | 2017 | 23’

THE PLUMBER

THE SMOKE

Tom, a Flemish comedian used to doing cartoon character’s voices, replaces offhand a doubler friend. He finds himself in the studio of a pornographic french speaking film. Catherine,
an experienced actress, will be his partn.

This is a story of son and his father. They have many secrets from each other. Soon they
will recognize them.

Screenwriter

Meryl Fortunat-Rossi & Xavier Seron

Screenwriter

Ivan Plechev

Producer		

Meryl Fortunat-Rossi & Xavier Seron

Producer		

Ivan Plechev

Méryl
FORTUNAT-ROSSI
&
Xavier
SÉRON

Ivan
PLECHEV

Spain | 2016 | 20’

Romania, Italy | 2017 | 11’

VAMPIRE

VAMPIRISIMUS

A screenwriter contacts a prostitute to research a character of his new script.

A black and white short mute film, that underlines how ironical life can be when you don’t
see what lies right in front of you.

Screenwriter

Álex Montoya

Screenwriter

Laura Musat

Producer		

Álex Montoya
Sofía López

Producer		

Laura Musat

Álex
MONTOYA

Massimiliano
NARDULLI
Gabriele
SAFFIOTI

Australia | 2017 | 17’

Australia | 2016 | 20’

VARIATION ON
A THEME OF VIOLENCE

WHOEVER WAS USING THIS BED

Two different cultures, two different sets of values, clash unexpectedly. An Iranian immigrant finds himself in a physical altercation with two Australian youths on a public bus after
challenging their antisocial behaviour.

A married couple is woken in the dead of night by a mysterious phone call. Unable to sleep,
they are drawn into an unsettling examination of their fears and desires.

Screenwriter

Jeremy Nicholas

Screenwriter

Andrew Kotatko

Producer		

Morgan Wright & Jeremy Nicholas

Producer		

Andrew Kotatko

Jeremy
NICHOLAS

Andrew
KOŤÁTKO

France | 2017 | 18’

YOUNG MEN AT THEIR WINDOW
Two graphic designers at work, by mistake, start playing with an empty scanner’s
possibilities. They venture into assumptions, eventually open up to each other, and let go of
the strange images, until they let go of themselves.

Screenwriter

Loukianos Moshonas

Producer		

AKA PRODUCTIONS

Loukianos
MOSHONAS

DOCU
MENTARY

MATEO CINGU

VISAR VISHKA

Harvard University Certificate, Nieman Foundation for
Journalism Field Of Study Communication, Journalism,
and Related Programs. Activities and Societies:
Production of student newspaper, Reporteri.
Studied media production, writing, reporting and
publishing. Contributed both news and series of
articles for this website reporting to English-language
audiences on the Balkans. I worked on two major
reporting projects, alleged war crimes during the
Kosovo war of 1999 and Turkey’s role in the Balkans.
Covered topics from George W. Bush’s missing
wristwatch during an Albania visit in 2008 to a
looming electricity crisis a year earlier to off-shore
accounts of Albanian politicians and state officials.

Is a freelance filmmaker from Albania. He was
born 31/12/1989 in Tirana, Albania and he followed
University of Arts in Tirana, Faculty of Scenic Arts in
Movie & TV Directing where he graduated on Bachelor
Degree on 2016 with his short movie “Student of
Drama”. He participated in GoEast Film Festival on
April 2016 as a young director in section Young
Filmmakers for Peace (YFFP). He has been part in a lot
of movie projects in Albania as assistant director.

Was born on January 17, 1977 in Gostivar, Macedonia,
Yugoslavia. He is an actor and writer, known for
Legends (2014), Shanghai Gypsy (2012) and A Small
Time/Space Discontinuum (2014).

DOCUMENTARY - JURY

ALTIN RAXHIMI

Norway | 2017 | 69’

Italy, Yemen | 2017 | 82’

69 MINUTES OF 86 DAYS

BLOOD AND THE MOON

In the middle of a crowd of people on the run, a 3-year-old Lean slowly emerges. She takes
in her surroundings between hundreds of adult trouser legs. Aware of the situation she
and her family find themselves in, with childlike wonder she continues her journey and with
every step, she is closer to her grandfather in Sweden.

Child marriage around the region of Al-Qaeda. What can happen in the mind of a child bride
who is hampered the possibility of a healthy mental and physical development. And what can
happen in the mind of a frail child suffering and silent abandoned to itself?

Screenwriter

Egil Håskjold Larsen

Screenwriter

Tommaso Cotronei

Producer		

Tone Grøttjord-Glenne

Producer		

Tommaso Cotronei

FULL-LENGTH

Sant&Usant

Egil Haskjold
LARSEN

Tommaso
COTRONEI

Turkey | 2017 | 84’

JEFFREY

MR. GAY SYRIA

Twelve-year-old Jeffrey has the responsibilities of an adult, working as a windshield washer
on the busy streets of Santo Domingo to help his mom make ends meet at home. But he has
big plans to become a reggaeton singer. In collaboration with his older brother Jeyson, he
composes and records songs about his neighbourhood, his way of life, and his dreams for
the future.

Mr. Gay Syria follows two gay Syrian refugees who are trying to rebuild their lives. Husein
is a barber in Istanbul living a double life between his conservative family and his gay
identity. Mahmoud is the founder of Syria’s LGBTI movement and is a refugee in Berlin. What
brings them together is a dream: to participate in an international beauty contest as an
escape from their trapped lives and an answer to their invisibility.

Screenwriter

Yanillys Perez

Screenwriter

Ayse Toprak

Producer		

Thibaud Billiard
Maribel Hinojosa

Producer		

Ayse Toprak

Yanillys
PEREZ

Ayse
TOPRAK

FULL-LENGTH

Dominican Republic, France | 2017 | 78’

FULL-LENGTH

Germany | 2016 | 80’

Mexico | 2016 | 90’

SIBERIAN LOVE

THE CHARRO OF TOLUQUILLA

What does a woman need to be happy and fulfilled? After 20 years of living in Berlin,
the director Olga Delane goes back to her roots in a small Siberian village, where she is
confronted with traditional views of relationships, life and love.

The Charro of Toluquilla is a mariachi singer that became a braggart and a womanizer,
fascinated by the chauvinistic vintage Mexican movie characters with one difference: he
got AIDS.
He must choose between keeping this fantasy lifestyle or raising his little daughter, who
was miraculously born without the virus.

Screenwriter

Olga Delane 			
Frank Müller

Screenwriter

José Villalobos Romero

Producer		

Producer		

Frank Müller
Linda Meier-Matern

Claudia Méndez Castañeda
Sergio Morkin

Olga
DELANE

José
Villalobos
ROMERO

Italy | 2017 | 78’

TONINO
Is a documentary film dedicated to Tonino Guerra an internationally renowned Italian,
poet, artist, novelist, screenwriter and genius, who collaborated with Federico Fellini,
Michelangelo Antonioni, Francesco Rosi, Andrei Tarkovsky, Theo Angelopoulos and other
greats of Italian and world cinema, writing film as “Amarcord”, “Ginger and Fred” , “BlowUp”, “Red Desert” ,“Zabriskie Point” and “Nostalghia”. One of the greatest writers of our
time.

Screenwriter

Daniele Ceccarini
Mario Molinari

Producer		

Paola Settimini

Mario
MOLINARI

FULL-LENGTH

Daniele
CECCARINI

MID-LENGTH

USA | 2016 | 60’

Italy | 2017 | 50’

EVERYBODY KNOWS... ELIZABETH MURRAY

IMMA

This tribute to the dynamic artist Elizabeth Murray, an intrinsic figure in New York’s
contemporary art landscape from the 1970s until the early 2000s, highlights her struggle
to balance personal and family ambition with artistic drive in a male-dominated art world. It
also addresses her later battle with cancer, at the peak of her career.

Propelled to stardom by winning a TV reality show five years ago, Imma, a full-figured
woman, a mother of a little boy, has dreamed of recognition in film or theatre ever since.
She moves to Rome, goes to castings, rehearses, hopes, searching for a role and, above all,
perhaps, meaning. Driven by idealism and a certain refusal to fall in line, she finds refuge in
art. For, unlike what a fortune teller predicted for her, success will probably never arrive.

Screenwriter

Kristi Zea

Screenwriter

Producer		

Kristi Zea
Caroline Goodman-Thomases
Jen Fineran
Madeline Warren

Alessandro Aniballi
Giordano De Luca
Pasquale Marino

Producer		

Pasquale Marino

Kristi
ZEA

Pasquale
MARINO

Greece | 2017 | 35’

ON THE EDGE OF LIFE

PROHIBITED VISIT

Yaser and his partner Rima leave Syria to Lebanon, but after receiving the news that his
younger brother passed away in Aleppo, they end up in a remote and an empty place in
Turkey.
In this place where the silence and the monotonous daily life being broken by the f the
family calls whom still living in Aleppo. To spend a year and a half, until they decide to take
the boat to Sweden.

A pilgrimage to Las Hurdes (spain) looking for the footsteps of Luis Bunuel and the traces
of the people.

Screenwriter

Yaser Kassab

Screenwriter

Nikos Theodosiou

Producer		

Yaser Kassab

Producer		

Nikos Theodosiou

Yaser
KASSAB

Nikos
THEODOSIOU

MID-LENGTH

Syria | 2017 | 45’

MID-LENGTH

Spain | 2016 | 57’

Germany | 2016 | 52’

SAINT LAZARUS’S MIRACLE

VALENTINA

Every December 17th, thousands of Cubans peregrinate towards Saint Lazarus’s hermitage,
located near Havana City. Some of them do it to venerate this biblical figure, others, the
equivalent deity in Santeria. Many atone themselves on their way there and enter the
temple exhausted. This documentary shows the life of some of these pilgrims on the day of
the historical reestablishment of relations between The USA and Cuba.

A slum in a Romani neighbourhood. Ten-year-old Valentina invites us to meet her family.
What follows are bizarre anecdotes, daydreams and documentary observations – a film as
lively as its roaming heroine.

Screenwriter

Nicolas Muñoz Avia

Screenwriter

Producer		

Teresa Cepeda

Luise Schröder
Maximilian Feldmann

Producer		

Luise Schröder
Maximilian Feldmann

Nicolas
Muñoz
AVIA

Maximilian
FELDMANN

www.taskovskifilms.com
info@taskovskifilms.com
Taskovski Films Ltd.
TaskovskiFilms

Taskovski Films Ltd. is London based world sales and production company of independent
documentary films. We welcome innovative, playful and risky forms of filmmaking capable of
engaging and surprising audiences around the globe. Our passion is discovering new talent
and authorial stories.
Taskovski Films is co-producer and sales agent of the multi-award winner documentary
Czech Dream (The most successful European documentary film), Czech Peace (Grand Prix
DMZ Docs), People I could have been and maybe I am (Winner of IDFA, Visions du Réel,
HotDocs), Cooking History, nominated for the European Academy Award, winner of special
jury award at Hot Docs 2009, FIPRESCI Jury Award, Leipzig DOKS 2009, and many others.
Among our latest titles are Miroslav Janek’s, Normal Autistic Film, 69 Minutes of 86 Days,
(CPH:DOX, Sheffield and HotDocs award winner) and new festivals hit and Chicago International Film Festival awarded documentary – Mr. Gay Syria.
Our full sales catalogue is available HERE. Our sister company Taskovski Productions Berlin
latest work includes Roman Bondarchuk’s Ukraininan Sheriffs - IDFA Special Jury Award
winner in Feature Length Competition, Istanbul United – a joint film by Olli Waldhauer and

Farid Eslam and Ivan Osnovikoff and Bettina Perut’s Surire.
Our sister company DOKUDOM (Koleks doo/ Edukativni centar) Banjaluka based production
and distribution company is open to produce, support and advice regional filmmakers in
project development, financing, editing, marketing, promotion, festival strategy and international sales, as well as outreach campaign planning. DOKUDOM has produced several films
- New names for Old Friends directed by Filip Remunda in 1998. and cultural events in the
past – Days of Czech films in Banjaluka in 1998, British Cinema and retrospective of Stephen
Freares in 2001 in Banja Luka & Sarajevo as part of Sarajevo Film Festival. DOKUDOM also
works in area of professional education and training for all aspects of film industry – previously organized events are workshop on creative script development with Sandy Liberson
UK based producer in 2001, seminar for Regional TV stations with representatives of ARTE
TV and LichtpunkTV about TV acquisitions and TV co-productions in 2008 as a part of BLIFF
2008, and many others. DOKUDOM joined Moving Docs – European documentary distribution
network founded by European Documentary Network EDN in 2015.

SHORT

Germany | 2017 | 5’

Cyprus | 2016 | 23’

1,4 SEXTILLION LITRE

8 DAYS OF PARLOR

1,4 SEXTILLION LITRE is a love letter to the ocean. It was produced on a catamaran journey
from Bermuda to Marseille. From the sometimes stormy, sometimes gentle waves of the
North Atlantic Ocean, the film writes an appeal to protect what you love. The oceans many
faces are reflected in Nicolas Jaar’s music.

8 Days of Parlor observes the work of academic sculptor Leonidas Spanos, based on the
island of Cyprus where a parlor guitar is being made over a period of 8 days. The slow
paced film focuses on the art of making and the importance for the material to justify its
own existence.

Screenwriter

Doro Götz

Screenwriter

Zoe Phylactidou

Producer		

Doro Götz

Producer		

Zoe Phylactidou

Doro
GÖTZ

Zoe
PHYLACTIDOU

Germany | 2016 | 20’

BORN OF STONE

DRAGON CIRCLE

Completed just a few weeks before Sciola’s recent passing, Born of Stone is an immersion
inside the sights and sound of remarkable artists, and inside his belief that stones are
not just the material that gives shape to the universe, but that they are alive, plastic, a
fundamental way to communicate with nature.

The film follows five metal artists from Berlin who are creating fire-spitting dragons for
the world-famous Fusion Festival. The artists are using shower hoses, weighing machine
parts, metal wheels, panels, and a great variety of metal bits and pieces, all of it found in
scrap yards. They talk about the fight for creative leeway, their thoughts about art, and how
they became involved with it. They originally picked up the metal art at the famous Tacheles
Cultural Centre, now long gone.

Screenwriter

Emilio Bellu

Screenwriter

Gertrud Schulte Westenberg

Producer		

Emilio Bellu

Producer		

Gertrud Schulte Westenberg
filmfabrik

Emilio
BELLU

Gertrud Schulte
WESTENBERG

SHORT

Italy, Czech Republic | 2016 | 16’

SHORT

Greece | 2016 | 16’

Germany | 2017 | 22’

EVRIPIDOU 14

GOLDEN HOUR

At 14 Evripidou Street in the centre of Athens, Mr. Costas and Mrs. Sofia open the doors to
their Shelter, where homeless people have a chance to eat a cooked meal, take a shower,
wash their clothes, and find themselves in a welcoming environment, significantly different
from their daily reality.

Just like every morning a man unlocks the school gates. Just like every morning he starts his
day with a strong tea. But today Khalid the school janitor experiences everything differently.
On his walk through the empty school grounds he learns more about the students’ dreams,
fears and memories than ever before. This documentary draws a picture of our generations’
children using their own voices to convey the messages they, themselves, deem necessary to
tell. May this be their desire abundance and riches or their memories of a Syria that lays in
shambles.

Screenwriter

Michael Demetrius

Screenwriter

Claudia Vogt

Producer		

Michael Demetrius

Producer		

Claudia Vogt
Karola Film

Michael
DEMETRIUS

Claudia
VOGT

Brazil | 2017 | 15’

HAPPY HAPPY BABY

IN SEARCH OF THE
LAND WITHOUT EVIL

A short film about the longing of being small again.
Cuddling, playing, getting the bottle and good night stories.
No fetish, but a way of life.

In Guarani mythology, the ‘land without evil’ is where the people find peace. On the outskirts
of Rio de Janeiro, the landless indigenous group rebuilt their small village, their ‘aldeia’.
There, children grow up between old traditions, like the Guarani language, and expressions
of contemporary urban culture, such as rap music. There is always the tension that one day
‘the owners of the land’ will rise up and the Guarani will be forced once again to leave in
search of the land without evil.

Screenwriter

Jan Soldat

Screenwriter

Anna Azevedo

Producer		

Jan Soldat

Producer		

Butterfly Filmes
Hy Brazil Filmes
Cavideo

Jan
SOLDAT

Anna
AZEVEDO

SHORT

Germany | 2017 | 20’

SHORT

France | 2016 | 19’

Poland | 2017 | 22’

JUNGLE

MISS HOLOCAUST

Zaman is a young afghan boy who lives and works as an hairdresser in a salon, in Calais’s
migrant camp the ‘Jungle’. Like thousands of others he has fled from war. As the french
government announces ‘jungle’s’ imminent destruction, Zaman does not know where to go.
Reaching the U.K. seems to be his only option, even if he has to risk his life crossing in the
hope of a better life.

A group of women prepare for an event. Stand straight! Stop! Smile! Bow! - commands
the choreographer. There is a lot of tension and nervousness in the air. The nerves will be
calmed neither by a fancy limo, nor by a room full of chic yet a bit bored audience. Please
watch a beauty pageant, the pre-selection to which took place almost 80 years ago.

Screenwriter

Colia Vranici

Screenwriter

Producer		

Idris Lettifi & Moussa Lettifi

Michalina Musielak 		
Monika Dembinska

Producer		

FURIA FILM

Colia
VRANICI

Michalina
MUSIELAK

Irena
SIEDLAR

Germany | 2016 | 20’

NOBODY DIES HERE

SABINE’S NURSERY

Perma gold mine, Benin. Some dream to find something, others realized there was nothing
to be found. Some dig relentlessly hoping to become rich, others died in the process. And a
few of them say that here, nobody dies.

Reborn Babies are lifelike dolls, that are nearly indistinguishable from real infants. Although
Sabine Buncak’s sons are almost grown ups, yet she still holds on to their infancy and
creates a dream reality with her own nursery and four Reborn Babies.

Screenwriter

Simon Panay

Screenwriter

Manuel Rees

Producer		

Simon Panay

Producer		

Kathrin Rodemeier

Simon
PANAY

Manuel
REES

SHORT

France | 2016 | 23’

SHORT

UK | 2016 | 14’

Bosnia | 2016 | 22’

SAND MEN

SARAJEVO FEMME FATALE

Neculai, Aurel and Raj all left their homes in Romania for the same reason - to seek a better
life for their family. Now, in Britain, with their loved ones depending on them, they survive
by creating sand sculptures on London’s streets. They try to find hope in the hardships they
endure, while thoughts of their children’s futures keep them going.

“Sarajevo - Femme Fatale” is a poetic picture of the city drawn with words and dance. Film
depicts the silhouettes of six women, aged from 17 to 65. Their stories become deeper
reflection on the city’s past, present condition and future. Their voice interweaves with
dancing refrains.

Screenwriter

Tal Amiran

Screenwriter

Joanna Zielinska

Producer		

Tal Amiran

Producer		

Joanna Zielinska

Tal
AMIRAN

Joanna
ZIELINSKA

Switzerland, Canada | 2017 | 14’

STREET OF DEATH

THE BEAST UNDERNEATH

On the outskirts of the city, right by the water, lies an arterial road that leads to Beirut’s
international airport. Most of the houses standing there are illegal constructions, quickly
erected for a life alongside the road.

On the 27th of February 2016, in the city of La Baie, Quebec, the famous fisherman Marc
Gagnon discovered a new species of halibut that could reach several meters. As the man is
always looking for controlling the nature, how far his megalomania is going to take him?

Screenwriter

Karam Ghossein

Screenwriter

Producer		

Karam Ghossein
Emily Dische-Becker

Anaëlle Morf
Alexandre Rufin
Karl Gaven-Venet

Producer		

Anaëlle Morf

Karam
GHOSSEIN

Anaelle
MORF

SHORT

Lebanon | 2017 | 22’

SHORT

Netherlands | 2016 | 16’

Lithuania | 2017 | 19’

THE BRICK HOUSE

THE DAYTIME IS NOT FOR ME

Two friends, Sapa and Hija, re-enact and re-tell short anecdotes of their lives. Coming from
another country to The Netherlands, there is a quest for belonging and the (im)possibility to
completely feel at home and relate to the world outside the apartment.

During the night, people in the largest Roma settlement in Lithuania don‘t sleep. They go out
into the streets, talk, dance or stay at home and try to solve their problems. Two sisters,
Zita and Liuba, have lived in thi settlement their entire lives. “The daytime is not for me. For
me it‘s night. At night I like my home and my life“ says one of the sisters. This film tells the
story of a long winter night in their home.

Screenwriter

Eliane Esther Bots

Screenwriter

Akvile Žilionyte

Producer		

Eliane Esther Bots

Producer		

Akvile Žilionyte

Eliane
ESTHER BOTS

Akvilė
ŽILIONYTĖ

Germany | 2017 | 12’

THE GOLD RUSH

THE LAST TAPE

In Cabo Delgado, Mozambique, the poverty of the population and wealth of the subsoil
remain irreconcilable, taking the lives of hundreds of miners. Did you know that your health
also depends on their work?

As Artiom prepares to fight for the Ukrainian army, Anatoly, his 88-year-old grandfather
and war veteran, records their diminishing time together and questions his choice.

Screenwriter

Raúl De La Fuente
Amaia Remírez Medicusmundi

Screenwriter

Igor Kosenko

Producer		

Fabian Driehorst

Producer		

KANAKI FILMS
MEDICUSMUNDI

Raúl
DE LA FUENTE

Igor
KOSENKO

SHORT

Spain | 2017 | 24’

SHORT

UAE, Cuba | 2017 | 11’

Norway | 2016 | 14’

THE LECTORA

THEA

In one of the most famous cigar factories in Cuba, there is one person whose role in the
cigar-rolling process is vital, yet not so well-known and documented. La Lectora takes a
look at the long-standing tradition of having a reader in the factory, and at the influence
this reader has on the life of the workers.

Thea is 12 years old. She likes to play football and to be with her friends. But why does she
want to grow up to be an air ambulance pilot? Thea has a serious and dramatic type of
epilepsy, but in this film she shares her thoughts about the things that she enjoys in her
life. We follow Thea and her parents through a long hospital stay one winter, followed by
her homecoming to her brothers and all her friends. At the hospital, there is a school. In
woodwork class she makes a gift for someone who is very special to her.

Screenwriter

Yulia Piskuliyska

Screenwriter

Halvor Nitteberg

Producer		

Leonardo Rego

Producer		

Halvor Nitteberg
Elisabeth Aspelin

Yulia
PISKULIYSKA

Halvor
NITTEBERG

USA, Colombia | 2016 | 9’

TO THE DEAD

Screenwriter

Mauricio Arango

Producer		

Mauricio Arango

Mauricio
ARANGO

SHORT

TO THE DEAD is a cinematic essay made up by personal digressions that cumulatively weave
a portrait of Colombia’s political and social strife. The film is narrated in the first-person
by a character walking through a cemetery where fragments of his own memories and
country’s history come afloat, spawning a puzzling view on his country’s past.

ANI
MATION

ALBERT MALLTEZI

FANI ZGURO

Alban Muja (born 1980 in Mitrovica) is a Kosovo based
visual artist and filmmaker. He completed his BA and
MA at Faculty of Fine Arts at University of Prishtina
and in Santa Fe Art Institute, New Mexico USA. .
Mostly influenced by the social, political and
economical transformation processes in wider
surrounding region, he investigates history and
socio-political themes and links them to his position in
Kosovo today. His works cover a wide range of media
including video installation, films, documentary film,
drawings, paintings, photographs and performance
which have been exhibited extensively in various film
festivals, art fairs, group and solo exhibitions.
He was awarded in various residencies and received
number of fellowships in, among others, Braziers
International Artist Residency, Braziers Park,
OxfordShire, England, KulturKontakt Residency and Q21
Residency, Museum Quarier, Vienna Austria, Artist-inresidence in Tobacna Center/ City Museum, Ljubljana
Slovenia, Backyard International Artist Residency,
Kuda-Center for New Media”Novi Sad, Serbia, Young
visual art award at ISCP Residency, New York USA
ARTSLINK Residency New York, International Artist
and Writer Residency, Santa Fe Art Institute, USA and
Residency in ‘Apartment Project’ Istanbul Turkey.

Albert Malltezi is a filmmaker / producer / painter,
graduated at the Academy of Fine Arts in Tirana, a
filmmaker at Albafilm as a realist of five animation
films, attending the most popular Albanian and
foreign festivals. Participant in personal and national
exhibitions. 10 years Director in Top Channel and
Digitalb, where he designed and realized many TV
spots and promotions. A few years later, Professor
at the Academy of Arts and UET.Director creativ
in MC agency... Already 4 years is CEO / producer
and founder of Pika Pro Agency, winner of the
International Gold Prize in Paris for Quality.

Fani Zguro was born in 1977 in Tirana. Lives and works
in Tirana, Milan and Berlin. Zguro was graduated at
Accademia delle Belle Arti di Brera in Milan (19982007). In 2007 he won the International Onufri Prize
by National Gallery of Arts in Tirana; in 2016 the
International Mulliqi Prize by the National Gallery of
Kosovo in Prishtina and Best Video-Art by TIFF. Zguro
is part of the program AiR at Q21, Museumsquartier in
Vienna for 2017. He has exhibited at Haus der Kulturen
der Welt Berlin, National Museum of Contemporary Art
Bucharest, Musée des Civilisations de l’Europe et de
la Mediterranée Marseille, Filmoteca Espanola Madrid,
Docva Careof Milan, 2nd Tirana Biennale, 3rd Mardin
Biennale, 4th Young Artists Biennale of Bucharest,
Ludwig Museum Budapest, Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art Rijeka, Public Library New York and
Centre Pompidou Paris.

ANIMATION & VIDEO ART - JURY

ALBAN MUJA

Switzerland | 2017 | 10’

Belarus | 2017 | 11’

AIRPORT

AND THE MOON STANDS STILL

Airports - the pinnacle of modern society, places where the limits of borders, security and
tolerance are constantly tested. While for some the journey starts, for others it abruptly
ends.

The presence of the moon affects all under its glow. The film explores the lunar cycle and
the energies invoked by its radiance.

Screenwriter

Michaela Müller
Aleksandar
Battista Ilic

Screenwriter

Producer

Michaela Müller

Yulia Ruditskaya
David Lindner Leporda
Helen Simon
Katharina Köster

Producer		

David Lindner Leporda

Michaela
MÜLLER

Yulia
RUDITSKAYA

Iran | 2017 | 8’

Hong Kong | 2016 | 10’

BYSTANDER

CHILL AND SHIVERING

An old man is living with a window on in front of his eyes. He sees a cold black and white and
fragile world from behind the window. But the window was not always there while he was a
young active participant of a big revolution...

When addiction makes you forget the precious things you have lost ... At the right time,
right place ... Even for a cold rainy night ... Enough to recover what you have lost from your
addiction.

Screenwriter

Sheyda Kashi

Screenwriter

Kwok Wai Chung Philip

Producer		

Sheyda Kashi

Producer		

Kwok Wai Chung Philip

Sheyda
KASHI

Kwok Wai
Chung Philip

Italy | 2016 | 11’

Italy | 2017 | 7’

CONFINED

FRAMED

Sicily, fascist period. A shadow show performer is confined in an island with a lighthouse
because during one of his show he uses his art to make fun of Mussolini. A fortuitous event
along with his art will redeem him from loneliness and captivity.

Framed is a noir animated short-film, which investigates the role of the individual in
society. In an anonymous police station, F.K. asks the Law for help in the attempt to report
the abuses he has been through: his birth, his formation, his forced work. He will end up
stuck in an endless nightmare.

Screenwriter

Nico Bonomolo

Screenwriter

Producer		

Nico Bonomolo

Marco Jemolo
Paola Savinelli

Producer		

Nicoletta Cataldo
Grey Ladder
Eleonora Diana

Nico
BONOMOLO

Marco
JEMOLO

Moldova | 2016 | 11’

Iran | 2016 | 8’

IN EXILE

LIGHT SIGHT

In Exile is the story of a boy who lives with his grandmother in an Eastern European village.
His parents are both working abroad, so the boy is left to his own devices. He fills his
time by playing in an abandoned shed on the river bank. Inside the shed he toils away at a
mysterious project - a powerful ‘flying machine’ that would take him to his parents. This
project keeps him going, until one day he makes an unexpected friend who needs his care
and protection.

M.E., the imprisoned character in a room is attracted to a hanging light and tries to catch it.
But the room itself becomes an obstacle on his way.

Screenwriter

Alexander Kurilov

Screenwriter

Seyed M. Tabatabaei

Producer		

Alexander Kurilov
Kurilov Group Creative Studio

Producer		

Seyed M. Tabatabaei

Alexander
KURILOV

Seyed
M. TABATABAEI

Estonia | 2017 | 13’

Denmark | 2017 | 12’

MANIVALD

NOTHING HAPPENS

Manivald, a fox, is turning 33. Overeducated, unemployed and generally uninspired, he lives
with his overbearing, retired mother and spends his days learning piano while she makes
his coffee and washes his socks. It is an easy life, but not a good one. Their unhealthy
co-dependence is about to collapse when the washing machine breaks down and Toomas, a
sexy and adventurous wolf repairman, arrives to fix it, and them.

It’s freezing cold in the city suburbs. Yet some people are gathering. I watch them form a
row across the horizon. We are all waiting for something to happen. But nothing does…
We have gathered to witness an event. To participate in being seen. The spectacle of
watching and being watched.

Screenwriter

Chintis Lundgren
Draško Ivezic

Screenwriter

Uri & Michelle Kranot

Producer		

Producer		

Chintis Lundgren

Marine Duchet
Juliette Viger
Michelle Kranot

Chintis
LUNDGREN

Uri & Michelle
KRANOT

Germany | 2016 | 4’

Iran | 2017 | 5’

OUR WONDERFUL NATURE –
THE COMMON CHAMELEON

PET MAN

The feeding habits of the common cameleon as never seen before.

A Story about an animal dealer gone asleep in his shop and had a nightmare finding himself
caught in an animal cage, then escaped to seek rescues for animals but every time faced
with an obstacle... At last, He awoke from the nightmare but still feeling himself surrounded
with ambiguity and fear of those animals.

Screenwriter

Tomer Eshed

Screenwriter

Marzieh Abrarpaydar

Producer		

Tomer Eshed
Lumatic GmbH & Co KG

Producer		

Marzieh Abrarpaydar
Documentary and Experimental
Film Center (DEFC)

Tomer
ESHED

Marzieh
ABRARPAYDAR

Macedonia | 10’

Netherlands | 2017 | 5’

ROUND TRIP MARY

SAND

In a small village a young cowgirl is rounding up her cattle and preparing herself for a trip
to the town. On her way there she meets different people in different sceneries. In the town
she is attracted by the cinema building and the film posters. The girl enters the cinema for
the first time…

You get up at five, eat your vitamins, take some water with your coffee, work for a few
hours, eat your omegas and flavonoids, work a little more, get some exercise and then take
a shower.
But don’t bother trying to wash the sand out of your hair.

Screenwriter

Zharko Ivanov
Aleksandar Prokopiev

Screenwriter

Arjan Brentjes

Producer		

Arjan Brentjes

Producer		

Zharko Ivanov

Zharko
IVANOV

Arjan
BRENTJES

USA | 2017 | 5’

Switzerland | 2016 | 6’

STARS

THE BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER

Grandpa and grandson street sellers sell stars in a town near the shore. One night, they
run out of the stars…

A man on a bridge, separated from the love of his life. Wanting to be with her one last time,
he decides to go and seek her in the hereafter.

Screenwriter

Han Zhang

Screenwriter

Jadwiga Kowalska

Producer		

Han Zhang

Producer

Jadwiga Kowalska

Han
ZHANG

Jadwiga
KOWALSKA

Colombia | 2017 | 15’

Iran | 2017 | 9’

THE SCARLET WHALE

THE SERVANT

A whale hunter loses his family and at the same time he suffers a transformation that
makes him into a whale, suffering regret for the acts performed try out his human
consciousness.

A bug becomes a servant, but who is the master?

Screenwriter

Jimmy Cho

Screenwriter

Reza Abedi

Producer		

Jimmy Cho

Producer		

Farnoosh Abedi

Jimmy
CHO

Farnoosh
ABEDI

China | 2016 | 7’

USA | 2017 | 6’

WHERE HAVE THE FLOWERS GONE

WISHING BOX

A piggy pursuing dream in the big factory but in reality all efforts seemed powerless and
even killed himself.

The pirate Derek and his sidekick monkey after years sailing, finally found a treasure box,
and this box is a magic box can make your wishes come true.

Screenwriter

Sin-hong Chan

Screenwriter

Wenli Zhang

Producer		

Sin-hong Chan

Producer		

Wenli Zhang & Nan Li

Sin-hong
CHAN

Wenli
ZHANG

VIDEO
								ART

Canada | 2016 | 5’

Austria, France | 2016 | 6’

BRUTES ARE AFRAID OF SILENCE

EX TERRAT

On a strip of land between two waters, a drummer spreads his rhythm in front of the immense landscape. The popping beats resound through the fjord. The echo resonates between heaven and earth and
reaches a group of rowers energetically training on their rowing. Deploying a sublime collective effort
larger than life, they try to get the maximum power from their hi-tech craft.

Experimental Animation based on personal Urban Exploring in Paris. The Idea was to feel inspired by
Urban Landscapes, Street Art, People and the Museums of Paris. Based on that my main focus was laid
on Faces and athmospheres that evoke terrifying emotions. I let myself get inspired and created my
very personal Imagery & Animations out of it through various techniques. This work tries to capture
Paris and its urban Contrasts in a rather abstract & individual way.

Étienne
BOULANGER

Reinhold
BIDNER

France | 2017 | 14

Iran | 2017 | 3

FINAL GATHERING

FINISH

Distorted Visions of time for refugees and migrants groups in the waiting of hope. Subjective experimentations affecting the reality of a memory, leaving the auditory and optical traces in an “in-between”
world in mutation.

Will the fish end the world? Do you think fish would be the ending of this world?

Alain
ESCALLE

Saeed
NAGHAVIAN

Iran | 2017 | 10’

UK | 2016 | 4’

GENESIS

HEY YOU!

A fantasy short film with a critical point of view about the horrible situation in Syria.

A work about control and the power of information. Whose watching who now?

Abtin
MOZAFARI

Tessa

GARLAND

Greece | 2016 | 11

UK, Ireland | 2016 | 13

HIWA

HYSTERIA

In Jay’s dream, Athens’ sun is so weak, you can look straight at it, without getting blind.

Hysteria — as a disease, and later, a set of symptoms — was characterised by unusual physical
behaviours believed to be brought on by trauma or a disorder of the nervous system.

Jacqueline
LENTZOU

Maurice
KELLIHER

Iran | 2017 | 13’

Australia | 2017 | 4’

LABEL

LYING WOMEN

The border between life and death is a short moment

UPRISING OF THE MASTER’S PIECES!
Reclining nude female figures from western art history escape from centuries of servitude to the
colonial heteropatriarchy and form a revolution.

Amir
LASHKARI

Deborah
KELLY

Germany | 2017 | 3’

Latvia | 2017 | 15’

MONDRIATION

SOULCASH

On the occasion of the centenary of the avantgarde movement “De Stijl” in 2017, ’mondriaTIOn’ applies
the primary colour system Red-Yellow-Blue to moving pictures in a short film.

Elina Maligina’s film soulcash gives an insight into emotionally charged and climactic, but brief moment
in the life of a woman who is going through menopause. The story is about the purification through
psychological change that happens at this point rather than the physiological one.

Werner
BIEDERMANN

ELĪNA
MALIGINA

Germany | 2017 | 19’

UK | 2016 | 6’

STRUCTURES OF NATURE

STUFF AS DREAMS

“Structures of Nature” is an audiovisual journey through the inner worlds of experiences in the form
of a three-part interaction between four narrators, twelve violoncellos, emergent sound events and
rhythmicized synaesthetic video sequences. A symbiosis of visual processes as well as natural and
artificial sounds created from human speech and string instruments.

Panicked news reports from scenes of terror that may or may not have happened, and family and
travelling images that might have been a dream or maybe not, are intertwined into a painterly collage
breaking-up and collapsing into itself, exploring both personal and public perceptions of an increasingly
fractured world.

Martin
GERIGK

Guli
SILBERSTEIN

France | 2016 | 14’

Hungary | 2016 | 8’

TEN TO THE MINUS FORTY THREE SECOND

THE COPYIST

An Instant in the universe: a few seconds above in space, a few minutes here below for a man, and how
much for the plant staring at him… Little by little, these three journeys overlap, fuse with one another
and plunge into the heart of matter.

The office photocopier sees much more than we can imagine. In the darkness of the copy room
anything can happen.

FRANCIS

Tamás
KÖSZEGI

Italy | 2017 | 9’

Romania | 2017 | 7’

TIMEPULSE

UN/MASKED

A reflection on Time, on the fear of its inexorable march, on the difficulty of living the present moment
before it becomes a memory.

A metaphor of time spent trying on masks and dreams, of knowledge and self-knowledge and most of
all the effort of not quitting childhood. Not all masks are harmful, not all attempts to hide the moves of
our souls are negative. Longline: It feels as if all the lonely quests of a little girl ended when the rings
fit on her fingers. That is when the quest (sometimes in the past) of the woman begins.

APOTROPIA

Iulia
ENKELANA

France | 2017 | 16’

WOODS & WATERS

Woods & Waters is a landscape film. Between scientific documentary and poetic essay, the film is a
tribute to the photographic work of the American George Shiras, pioneer of wildlife photography at the
end of the 19th century.

Antoine
PAROUTY

SHORT
STUDENT
FILM

SUELA BAKO

Born on 1955 actually is a Professor: Painting &
Drawing, in the direction of scenography in University
of Prishtina. He has a degree on Art Academy in
Beograd branch Painting; also has a Masters Degree
and Doctorate on Painting: Master of Painting.
Director of Art Galery NGO “New Vision 2000+”,
Gjakova, Kosovo.
Leader of Division of visual performing arts /
Department of Culture –Ministry of Culture ,Youth and
Sports- Prishtina, Kosovo.
Director of Department of Culture-Ministry of Culture
Youth and Sports;
Producent on the feature-length movie ”ANATEMA” by
Agim Sopi;
Producent on the feature-length movie “Kosova’s
Thirst”, Prishtina;
Executive Producer of the feature-length movie ”Tri
dritare dhe një Varje” by Isa Qosja ( Winner of the
Cine Europa Award in Sarajevo Film Festival 2014).
Chairman of the Presidency of the ASSOCIATION OF
VISUAL ARTISTS OF KOSOVO xxx

Suela Bako, completed full acting studies, at the
Academy of Arts in Tirana. She has been part of many
short and feature films and theatre productions,
as an actress. She worked as a TV director 10 years.
While she completed the Studies in Master Deggre
Film & Tv directing, at the University of Arts in Tirana.
She has 6 short films written & directed by her: “Sea”
11’, 2012 ; “Meditation with Shakespeare” 3’ Film etude,
2013; “The director” 5’, 2013 ; “The dinner” 15’, 2014
; “Fllad” 5’, 2014; “Shirt sleeves” 14’, 2015. “Light” a
documentary for Gjon Mili 52’, co/written & co/
directed Suela Bako & Yllka Gjollesha 2017, “The night
of power” 27’, 2017 (in post-production is written %
directed by Suela Bako also)
Awards:
“The dinner” - Best Film Award, in GJFF, 2014, “The
dinner” - Best National Film, B3F 2014, “The dinner”Erjeta Cufaj - Best supporting role award, GJFF, 2014
“The dinner”- Suela Bako - DEA award as an
encouragament, for a promissing start to a
successful film career, Dea Film Fest 2014, “The
dinner” - Suela Bako - Best adaptation of characters,
New York Albanian Film Week 2015

STUDENT - JURY

KAMURAN GORANCI

Austria | 2017 | 27’

UK | 2017 | 12’

BEER & CALIPPO

BEST OF EVERYTHING, ALWAYS

Summer, an old camper and the feeling of freedom! Jojo wants to join her boyfriend Toni on
a tour with his band. Her father promised to let her, because she got good marks in school.
Everything seems perfect. But Jojo is pregnant, her father finds out and Toni has a crush
on the drummer girl...

Laurel has the best of everything; a luxurious house, an expensive car, a killer wardrobe,
and hours of leisure time to waste away. Yet she still suffers from a crippling lack of
purpose, a void in her identity. Mirroring her own life, she only finds comfort in planning a
secret ceremony that will remain unforgettable.

Screenwriter

Paul Plobereger

Screenwriter

Lisa Clarkson

Producer		

Paul Plobereger

Producer		

Laura McBride

Paul
PLOBERGER

Alexios
KOUKIAS-PANTELIS

Poland | 2016 | 22’

Denmark | 2017 | 9’

BOUNDARY

BUOYANCY

An elderly bed-ridden paralyzed man employs a young Ukrainian woman as his carer.

During a swim test for the danish elite team, 15 year old Sara realizes that she is about
to loose everything she has fought for since early childhood. Her future depends on her
immediate action. But can she make up for her failure in one last important act?

Screenwriter

Bartosz Brzezinski

Screenwriter

Simon Valentin

Producer		

Maciej Slesicki

Producer		

Christine Zinglersen
Jens Christian Kruse
Simon Valentin

Bartosz
BRZEZIŃSKI

Simon
VALENTIN

Poland | 2017 | 20’

Switzerland | 2016 | 21’

CASTING

DIGITAL IMMIGRANTS

A young, Polish woman is forced to choose between her family and her career as an
actress.

1984 – The home computer arrives in our living rooms and overruns a whole generation.
Only those who master the new technology have a future. The computer splits society into
“Digital Natives” and “Digital Immigrants”. 2016 – A group of senior citizens is trying to
adapt to the speed of computerization in order to find their place in the digital age. Their
problem is ours: How long can we keep up with the rapid development?

Screenwriter

Katarzyna Iskra

Producer		

GDYNIA FILM SCHOOL

Katarzyna
ISKRA

Screenwriter

Dennis Stauffer
Norbert Kottmann

Producer		

Filippo Bonacci
Urs Augstburger

Dennis
STAUFFER

Norbert
KOTTMANN

Bulgaria | 2016 | 20’

DONKEY XOTE

EAT ME!

Felix Cox (28) is an internationally renowned American skydiver attempts to land in central
Budapest. Felix screws up his jump and, instead of landing in Budapest, he ends up in a tree,
on an isolated farm in the Hungarian countryside, where he meets Ivan (70) and Beno Ivan’s beloved donkey...

An airhead beauty is transformed by her vision of singing and dancing food. How people
treat each other is mirrored in the way we treat our environment and our food. That’s why
“Eat me” focuses on our attitude to food, its dubious contents and food waste through the
prism of a skewed relationship.

Screenwriter

Ottó Bánovits
Nikol Cibulya

Screenwriter

Producer		

Ottó Bánovits

Ilina Perianova
Yagama
Katariina Rebane

Producer		

Ilina Perianova

Ottó
BÁNOVITS

Ilina
PERIANOVA

USA | 2017 | 8’

Switzerland | 2017 | 25’

EMPATHY (A DIGITAL LOVE LETTER)

FACING MECCA

EMPATHY (a digital love letter) is a short essay documentary, a heartbreaking comedy
about a break-up, an attempt to concretize emotion and evoke empathy from a writer’s
approach.

Pensioner Roli comes to Fareed’s assistance when the Syrian refugee is faced with the
burial of his Muslim wife. Together they stumble into a bewildering forest of Swiss bureaucracy to which Roli finds a beautifully simple answer…

Screenwriter

Qiyue Q Sun

Producer		

Qiyue Q Sun

Qiyue
SUN

Screenwriter

Anna Schinz
Jan-Eric Mack

Producer		

Joël Jent

Jan-Eric
MACK

Israel | 2016 | 28’

Serbia | 2017 | 16’

JOUISSANCE

LOVE

A French - Israeli actress on a short visit for an audition during one of the recent
Israeli-Palestinian wars. The all-pervasive state of war sends her on a hopeless quest for
Jouissance, a journey into her own unconscious as it reflects the outside world.

A teen porn actor is on a desperate quest for success, love and belonging.

Screenwriter

Segev Shaw

Screenwriter

Dušan Zoric

Producer		

Ravid Leibovich

Producer		

Carna Vucinic

Segev
SHAW

Dušan
ZORIĆ

Iran | 2017 | 17’

Czechia | 2015 | 8’

LUNCH TIME

MADELEINE

A 16 year old girl has come to the hospital to identify the body of her mother. The people in
charge at the hospital – due to her young age – won’t let her into the morgue and ask her
to bring her guardian instead. However the girl insists that most of her family is in jail for
criminal activities. Finally after her insistence they agree to let her into the morgue...

A story about deep love and sadness in the darkness of loneliness, about a man without
future balancing on the edge of reality and memories. The man desiring to see the face
of the love of his life, is oblivious to the boundaries of humanity, takes lives of innocent
women for the blood circulating in their veins. The red blood is one and only colour of men’s
depressing life.

Screenwriter

Alireza Ghasemi

Screenwriter

Producer		

Alireza Ghasemi

Michaela Lovecká
Tomáš Lovecký

Producer		

Veronika Machátová 		
Daniel Knebl

Alireza
GHASEMI

Michaela
LOVECKÁ

Switzerland | 2016 | 15’

China | 2017 | 20’

MILLIMETERLE

NEVER FALL IN LOVE

Measuring their power and proving themselves is part of the boys’ everyday life. Even for
the 13-year old gentle-natured Yannik. Until his best friend’s upcoming sexual curiosity
suddenly puts him in a threatening situation. Where is the line between game and reality
and what happens if that line is crossed?

Life is what some people are carrying, but they say nothing but live in silence all day
long. The movie is about these people and their stories. I hope they can feel this kind of
gentleness. We spent all our lives looking for the truth, but never found it in our lives. The
sun is on the back of the moon. The night is endless. But we’re still waiting alone for the
stars to come.

Screenwriter

Pascal Reinmann

Screenwriter

Zhang Jinshuai

Producer		

Pascal Reinmann

Producer		

Zhang Jinshuai

Pascal
REINMANN

Jinshuai
ZHANG

Portugal | 2016 | 24’

Hungary | 2016 | 20’

PERMUTATIONS

RURAL DATE

Permutations is a cinematic game in observing our fellow humans. With wry irony, the film
focuses on the daily activities in a small coastal town and presents series of self-contained
chapters.

The film tells a story a womanizer boy meeting a rural girl in the country. They hide from a
storm in a local pub, where unexpected situations occur.

Screenwriter

Mirac Atabey

Screenwriter

Balázs Dudás

Producer		

Mirac Atabey

Producer		

Miklós Bosnyák

Mirac
ATABEY

Balázs
DUDÁS

Germany | 2016 | 29’

Turkey | 2016 | 10’

SIMBA IN NEW YORK

SISYPHUS

Walt Disney died 50 years ago. But to this day, millions of children grow up with the flms
he produced. To this day, he, who always stressed that he owes his success to a lot of
hard work, is seen as the embodiment of the “American Dream”. A student remembers his
childhood fascination for the USA and Disney. He lost his mother at an early age and always
identifed with Disney’s orphan characters. But by now, a different kind of films has caught
his attention: amateur films, “home movies”.

Film starts to write its own scenario while the director is asleep. At the time it tries to bond
with the character it has created, the character acts beyond its commands. Is this external
touch comes from the director or it is because of the essence of the character. Character,
Film, Director... Each of them questions their existence as individual subjects.

Screenwriter

Tobi Sauer

Screenwriter

Yusuf Emre Yalçin

Producer		

Tobi Sauer

Producer		

Yusuf Emre Yalçin

Tobi
SAUER

Yusuf Emre
YALÇIN

Switzerland | 2017 | 17’

Austria, Germany | 2016 | 19’

STOPOVER

THE BURDEN OF MEMORY

Maren is a private person, leading an orderly life as a bus tour guide. When her brother
unexpectedly shows up and joins her traveling group of seniors, she cannot run away
anymore. Torn between her affection for her brother and her fear of family ties, she’s
forced to find a way to deal with her new guest. Then the situation erupts in front of the
entire public.

A mission to retrieve a rare piece of sheet music thrusts a young musicologist into the
dysfunctional and inescapable orbit of his eccentric predecessor.

Screenwriter

Cosima Frei

Screenwriter

Albert Meisl

Producer		

Rhea Plangg
Lisa Blatter
Filippo Bonacci

Producer		

Albert Meisl

Cosima
FREI

Albert
MEISL

Italy | 2016 | 24’

THE WINDOW
Against their will, the last four inhabitants of a small village in Sardinia are forced to move
to a house they don’t like. This change destabilises two of them and they plan their escape
to taste freedom again.

Screenwriter

Silvia Perra
Davide Bertoli

Producer		

Matteo Gagliardi

Silvia
PERRA

aug&ohr
medien
Your Film Festival Agency
“aug&ohr medien” is a dynamic film festival agency located in Berlin,
Germany, which specialises in sending films to film festivals worldwide
and represents award-winning short and feature films.
Our goal is to support film students and up-and-coming directors by
promoting their works in the international film festival industry.
Our portfolio includes around 900 high quality short and feature-length
films, which have been screened at festivals like Cannes, Berlinale,
Moscow, Shanghai, Palm Springs, Sundance, Locarno, Toronto, Clermont-Ferrand and many, many more! We are one of the leading film
festival agencies in Europe. In the past five years we have represented
four German Short Film Award-winners, two Austrian Film Award-winners, seven Student Oscar-winners (Foreign Films Category), and in 2016
one film from our catalogue was nominated for the Academy Award for
Best Short Film! You can contact us at film@augohr.de

IN
ALBA
NIAN

IRINA GIUROVA

Goce Kralevski is a producer and editor, founder of
the production company DNF Films. Goce has a ten
year experience working as an editor and producer in
film studios, marketing agencies, as well as working
as an independent producer. Goce has produced
several short films and documentaries, including
several short movies financed by the Macedonian Film
Fund, which screened at many film festivals. He also
worked as a Producer on the feature film “Children of
the Sun”. His last film is The Last Church Bells (2017).
He is currently engaged in the pre-production of two
high budget features film and one short film.
Goce’s experience in television ranges from TV
shows like “Who Wants To Be A Millionaire”, but
also music videos, made-for-TV shows including
“Explore Macedonia,” as well as promotional videos
and commercials. Goce holds a BA in Editing from
the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Macedonia and is
currently enrolled in postgraduate studies for Editing
as Audiovisual Aesthetic concept.

Irina Gurova is a young film producer from Sofia,
Bulgaria. She graduated at Bocconi University
(Milan, Italy) in Master of Science in Economics and
Management of Arts, Culture, Media and Entertainment
in 2014. Since then Irina worked at Nu Boyana Film
Studios as a business developer and at Dream Team
Films and Solent Films in various positions on set
and in the production team. In 2017 she founded her
own production company, named iFilm Ltd. Currently
the company develops several international coproductions and own short film projects.

IN ALBANIAN JURY

GOCE KRALEVSKI

Macedonia | 2017 | 14’

Albania | 2017 | 20’

A LONG WAY HOME

A TRUE STORY

Olti has served a long prison sentence for killing a man based on the ancient code of
revenge. He wishes to see his mother and help his family but the ancient code prohibits him
from entering the village. Now, on his way home, he has to choose between abandoning his
family and risking his life just to be with them.

Albania during the dictatorship, told through the history of a family. The divorce of a young
girl which is not well received, and her sudden disappearing, urges the authorities four
years later to start a case, looking for the killers, considering the ladder to be granted. The
vicissitudes, the tortures, the unending pressure in the interrogation rooms and the suffering of the family members who instead of denying the accusations,try to tell themselves
that they are “the authors of a crime”.

Screenwriter

Ibër Deari

Screenwriter

Viron Roboci

Producer		

Ibër Deari
Afrim Asani

Producer		

Viron Roboci
Ermal Hoxha

Ibër
DEARI

Viron
ROBOCI

Macedonia | 2016 | 15’

Albania | 2016 | 13’

CONVERSATION ON LIFE

HEAVEN HAS BEEN FOOLED

“Conversation on life” represents a reconstruction of an event that happened long time ago
in 1974 to the movie hero, the writer himself, Vulnet during his youth.
Vulnet describes his life story to his grandson Arbresh, who manages to prepare an
adorable surprise for his grandfather...

Vesa, a former singer, meets a fan of hers who tries to shed light on her life.

Screenwriter

Agim Morina
Tomislav Aleksov

Screenwriter

Odeta Çunaj

Producer		

Odeta Çunaj

Producer		

Bunjamin Kurtishi

Agim
ABDULA

Odeta
ÇUNAJ

Kosova | 2016 | 23’

Albania | 2017 | 7’

HOME

KAINI

Hava’s brothers decide to divide their paternal property. According to traditional customs,
the right to inheritance belongs to male descendants only whereas Hava has no right
to inherit. The eldest brother is obligated to find a husband for his sister. Hava must be
married and live at her husband’s house.

This time this happened...

Screenwriter

More Raça

Screenwriter

Shaqir Veseli

Producer		

Sunaj Raca

Producer		

Pika Pro Agency

More
RACA

Shaqir
VESELI

Kosova | 2017 | 54’

Albania | 2017 | 2’

LORD OF THE HOUSE

REVERSE ANTIPODE

A rebellious Kosovar midwife fights for her freedom, against the century-old Albanian
traditions based on male-dominance that her family lives by. But as she grows older, she
realises that what she longs for most, is her family’s love and appreciation. Her quest for
respect is set against the background of a transforming society where the role of these old
customs, written up in the ‘Kanun’, is changing and people search for their own position in
this new reality.

Video-art with the title “Reverse antipode”, is conceived as a photo which inside it stay sit
down one young couple who belong to the islamic faith. Video is built simple aesthetically
and synthetics by the content in the pursuit of the strong message and current… how
suddently their life interupt from the explotion of a bomb and everything end there, with the
last photo.

Screenwriter

Daniëlle Bremer

Screenwriter

Oltsen Gripshi

Producer		

Edon Rizvanolli		
Daniëlle Bremer

Producer		

Oltsen Gripshi

Daniëlle
BREMER

Oltsen
GRIPSHI

Belgium | 2017 | 18’

Kosova | 2017 | 10’

THE EAGLES

THE JUNCTION

Despite the warning of his father, Besnik has joined an Albanese gang named “The Eagles”.
Very soon, he will understand the bitter consequence of his last decision.

An Englishman travelling through the Balkans finds himself in an awkward situation as he
stops to take a picture of the nature.
He is approached and scared to death by a Muslim with a shotgun. A little cross on necklace
hanged on the windscreen is what divides them. That’s what the Englishman believes but
what really upsets the Muslim is the Manchester United scarf. The Muslim is a Liverpool
supporter and he cannot stand anything related to Manchester United.

Screenwriter

Sokol Reka

Screenwriter

Xhelal Haliti

Producer		

Avni Dezdari

Producer		

Xhelal Haliti

Sokol
REKA

Xhelal
HALITI

Albania | 2017 | 15’

Kosova | 2017 | 20’

THE OLD HOUSE

THE REMIGRANT

A couple of tourists in visit in Albania are getting lost in the middle of the North Mountains.
Forced by the storm they find shelter in a mysterious remote old house...

The Remigrant tells a story about BASHKIM (50) and his son BESNIK (17). They have a lot in
common. They both had to leave their homes at their young age. The father had to flee to
Austria because of the war in Kosovo and his son has to go back to Kosovo at the request
of the father. The return to Kosovo after seventeen years in Vienna is a hard growing up
test for both of them. The strong desire for the place of childhood connects and separates
father and son alike.

Screenwriter

Genti Kame

Screenwriter

Astrit Alihajdaraj

Producer		

Dionis Papadhimitri

Producer		

Astrit Alihajdaraj
Ilir Kabashi

Genti
KAME

Astrit
ALIHAJDARAJ

Kosova | 2017 | 3’

Albania | 2017 | 20’

THE RUNNER

TIRANA 100KM

Agron is enjoy his view from his apartment, he hears his wife calling him. And the sudden
he starts running with his lady in the streets which he was looking earlier. He is full of joy.
After a while they arrive at their destination.

Linda’s sweet life ends when Stefan dies, a married businessman who took care of her.
Now his family and her-so called-friends are turning their back at her. Caught up in an
aggressive and hostile situation, she decides to go back to her birthplace, a small village far
away from Tirana. Suburban life is too far from Linda’s new life and ambitions.

Screenwriter

Kushtrim Asllani

Screenwriter

Producer		

Kushtrim Asllani

Lorin Terezi
Anila Balla

Producer		

Artan Malaj

Kushtrim
ASLLANI

Lorin
TEREZI

Albania | 2017 | 16’

WATER FOR THE ROSES
Lena, a 5-year-old girl, is spending her summer in a small village in South Albania. Her
mother and her grandmother are taking care of her newborn brother. The family awaits the
father to return, who immigrated abroad. One day an unexpected visitor will turn their life
upside down. It is 1997 and Albania is in turmoil.

Screenwriter

Luli Bitri

Producer		

Luli Bitri

Luli
BITRI

MEDIA - JURY

BLERINA GOCE

DORINA TOPALLAJ

SABINA VEIZAJ

Born and raised in Albania, Blerina Goce studied
Journalism and holds a Master’s Degree in Literary
Studies from Centre for Albanological Studies. For
more than 15 years Blerina have been working as
journalist in most major dailies and magazines,
covering arts and culture and writing reviews in film,
books as well as other cultural events. She attended
several film workshops and training courses on
writing, directing and film critic. Blerina shot severaly
documentary films that received multiple awards.
She is shooting her first feature documentary and her
first short fiction.

Dorina Topallaj is a journalist. Since 2004, when she
finished studies for journalism in University of Tirana,
she has been working in most major daily newspapers
and TV shows in Albania. She attended several
workshops and training courses in writing. Actually
she is editor in chief in KLAN TV, one of the most
popular TV shows in a national TV in Albania. Dorina
Topallaj lives in Tirana, Albania.

Sabina Viktor Veizaj was born in Berat on 3 March
1982 and grew up in Fier, where she studied at Janaq
Kilica High School. She studied Journalism at the
University in Tirana – Faculty of History and Philology
during 2001-2005. She then earned her Master
Degree in Political Sciences. She has been working in
the field of media for several years. At present, she
is working as a reporter/journalist of economy at
Top Show in Top Channel. With her first book Myshku
i Muzgut (The Moss of the Dusk) she was part of the
Albanian Young Writers, an anthology published in
Zagreb in Croatian Language. It was in the framework
of a festival called “Small Literatures”. Veizaj was also
awarded the First Prize at the International Festival
of Literature which was held in Podujeva in 2012. She
was writer in residence in May 2016 in Prishtina,
Kosova and participated at International Literature
Festival Polip, Prishtina as well. She has written in
several literature magazines since 2002. Her poems
are translated in Croatia, Beograd and Montenegro.

PANO
RAMA

BALKANORAMA

Macedonia | 2017 | 18’

Greece | 2017 | 15’

AMBI

ASTROMETAL

Another ordinary night for Deno and Sara. Their father is drunk, as usual, and the two of
them are taking care of him, as usual. But in this instance, going astray from the routine
brings their future into question. Ambi is a small movie about the adult in a child and the
child in an adult. Movie about changing roles, darkest nights, addiction and failed trust but
also a movie about humanity and love, which does conquer all.

Two boys and a girl prepare for nightclubbing in the heart of Athens. Arriving,
they face a deserted club, where music plays blaring but there is no one to listen.
There, one by one falls asleep as they surrender themselves in a collective dream.

Screenwriter

Marija Apchevska

Screenwriter

Producer		

Blaze Dulev

Elizampetta Ilia Georgiadou
Efthimis Kosemund Sanidis

Producer		

BOO Productions
Despoina Sifniadou

Marija
APCHEVSKA

Efhtimis
Kosemund
SANIDIS

Turkey | 2016 | 12’

BRAZUCA

ELENE

During the summer World Cup, 11-year old Boyko will do anything to obtain
‘Brazuca’, the Official World Cup ball, in order to prevent his friends from using
him only as a goalkeeper.

16-year-old Elene is an illegal Georgian immigrant who works at a tea plantation in
Turkey. Feeling threatened by various encounters, she tries to be invisible in this
foreign land. But it is not as easy as she thinks.

Screenwriter

Faidon Gkretsikos		

Screenwriter

Sezen Kayhan		

Producer		

Faidon Gkretsikos

Producer		

Leyla Bekar

Faidon
GKRETSIKOS

Sezen
KAYHAN

BALKANORAMA

Greece | 2017 | 19’

BALKANORAMA

Croatia | 2017 | 22’

Macedonia | 2017 | 17’

INTO THE BLUE

IRON STORY

Thirteen year old Julija and her mother flee their abusive household to find refuge on an
idyllic croatian island where Julija grew up. Emotionally scarred, Julija is desperate to
reconnect with her best friend, Ana. But Ana is in love with a boy and Julija is no longer a
priority. Ana’s mounting rejection re-ignites Julija’s wounds and family history, awakening
the monster of violence she thought she’s left behind.

Screenwriter

Christina Lazaridi

Producer		

Zoran Dževerdanovic

Antoneta
Alamat KUSIJANOVIĆ

When the young Roma girl Fati enters the police station, Perhan’s robbery
investigation is about to take a totally unexpected turn…

Screenwriter

Zlatko Kalenikov

Producer		

Ivana Shekutkoska 		
Zlatko Kalenikov

Zlatko
KALENIKOV

MARY

OUTSKIRTS

Marinko is an assistant worker in the tow-away service. He lives in a cheap rented flat in Zagreb and has only one friend although it sometimes seems better not
to have even that one. Recently, he has been having visions of the Virgin Mary
everywhere: in stone, in the clouds, in a glass. Marinko is not sane.

On a cold Sunday in winter, Çigdem and Kerim, a couple in their late thirties, hit the
road along with their 8-year old daughter Yasi. They arrive at an old abandoned
villa in the outskirts of the city.
A tension, possibly linked to the sale of the inherited house, builds up between the
couple, to which Yasi does not seem oblivious.

Screenwriter

Ivan Turkovic-Krnjak

Screenwriter

Producer		

Ivan Maloca

Arda Eksigil
Rüya Pamuk
Sinan Kesova

Producer		

Yoel Meranda
Sinan Kesova

Juraj
PRIMORAC

Sinan
KESOVA

BALKANORAMA

Turkey | 2017 | 18’

Croatia | 2017 | 29’

BALKANORAMA

Turkey | 2016 | 23’

Greece | 2016 | 12’

PASSENGER

PHANTOM LIMB

Ahmet is a truck driver in a subcontractor company. He takes his son Batuhan from his exwife who is currently in jail. The father and son have to live in the truck for some time until
they manage to establish a life in better conditions. Ahmet and Batuhan set out for a long
trip across different cities. The journey in the midst of the hardships of a life inside a truck
and their sense of alienation towards each other is combined with the material challenges
of their new life. The ability to continue this journey depends on their ability to repair the
father-son relationship which they never had.

Phantom Limb is an erotic drama for the unconditional love which leads to the ultimate
sacrifice.

Screenwriter

Cem Ozay

Screenwriter

Michael Felanis

Producer		

Cem Ozay

Producer		

Michael Felanis

Cem
OZAY

Michael
FELANIS

Greece | 2016 | 15’

PLAY

THE CUT

Most adults dream of staying in childhood forever; go through life like a game, free
of society’s rules. Five employees in a metal company put this dream into effect.
What they find is: you may escape the rules but you can’t escape the consequences.

Elli, a surgeon, is constantly being pressured by Sofia to perform an illegal
operation on her little daughter. Although Elli downright refuses to do something
conflicting with her beliefs, as pressure increases she faces a dilemma and tries
to find a compromise to protect everyone involved.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Vaggelio Soumeli		

Producer		

Vaggelio Soumeli
Yorgos Rahmatoulin

Producer		

Thomas C Dunn 		
Avraam Sekeroglous
Stelios Kotionis
Rodolfos Valentinos

Vangelis
LIBEROPOULOS

Vaggelio
SOUMELI

BALKANORAMA

Greece | 2017 | 30’

GENERATIONs

France | 2016 | 14’

Denmark | 2017 | 25’

AT HOME

BEHOLD, SUCH CLOWN

Jeanne, 92 years old, leaves her big family house, where she lives on her own, to visit her
daughter, 73, who settles in a retirement home.

On his very last day working as a hospital clown, Elias encounters his past when
he meets a dying girl. A meeting which may finally give him redemption for his
mistakes.

Screenwriter

François Raffenaud

Screenwriter

Producer		

François Raffenaud

Jacob Pilgaard
Pernille Hyllegaard

Producer		

Line Kunø
Jacob Pilgaard

Francois
RAFFENAUD

Jacob
PILGAARD

Israel | 2016 | 18’

Russia | 2016 | 16’

HERE I COME

Liora is 17 years old girl that suffers from a lack of attention from her mother. To
draw attention to herself she provokes her mother’s new boyfriend and creates
confusing situation between a three.

Eight-year-old Alya goes on an exciting journey of growing up, when mom’s at the country,
the river’s near her feet, the cat’s next door, and the superhero Vitya lives on the tenth
floor. Alya is 8, then 16, then 32 – and she still wants to spend her life in the cherished
dreams. And she could do it. But only once. Fourty years later.

Screenwriter

Danielle Shvalboym		

Screenwriter

Alya Kudryashova

Producer		

Benjamin Shasha			
Danielle Shvalboym

Producer		

Erika Kim

Danielle
SHVALBOYM

Alena
OLEYNIK

GENERATIONs

BITTER

GENERATIONs

Russia | 2016 | 12’

Bulgaria | 2017 | 20’

LEVEL UP

RULES

A young man attempts to overcome his fear of heights by pursuing a beautiful stranger.
Fighting with street jackals, dodging the bullets of valorous cops, and climbing skyscraper
balconies.
The unlucky boy needs a “level up”.

Mikhail is a meticulous housekeeper of a residential building nearby the Black Sea.
His monotonous everyday life is about to be shaken by the new neighbour across
the floor, the young and extroverted Evelina. She blows the “dust” off the old man’s
surrounding world and therefore he is forced to face the ghosts from his past and
the fears from his present.

Screenwriter

Nikita Belorusov

Screenwriter

Yassen Genadiev

Producer		

Nikita Belorusov

Producer		

Gergana Stankova

Nikita
BELORUSOW

Yassen
GENADIEV

USA | 2016 | 14’

THE CLUB

THE EVANS GIRL

Maryse, 75, discovers the existence of didgeridoo during a group activity hosted by
a Charlie in her retirement home. This encounter is so emulating that she decides to
drag her octogenarian girlfriend Fabienne in her quest for vibrations.

Eliza Evans, a quiet thirteen year old girl learns how to become a woman from her distraught mother who abandoned her two years ago.

Screenwriter

Esteban

Screenwriter

Val Jashari

Producer		

Pierre-Louis Garnon

Producer		

Kadriya Gizatullina

Esteban

Val
JASHARI

GENERATIONs

France | 2017 | 15’

GENERATIONs

Serbia | 2016 | 22’

UK | 2017 | 15’

TRANSITION

WE LOVE MOSES

Jana says goodbye to her band members, friends, ex-girlfriend and her family. They
all share a feeling of regret saying goodbye to her, but also joy for her bright future in
Michigan, where she’s going on post graduate studies. Only her sister knows a secret, that
Jana is not going away to study, Jana is going away to have her sex change. These are her
two days to say goodbye to her life.

When Ella was 12, she had her first fight. And when she was 12, she discovered sex.
Now 18, Ella reflects on how her obsession with her brother’s best friend Moses left
her with a secret she still carries.

Screenwriter

Milica Tomovic

Screenwriter

Dionne Edwards

Producer		

Milica Tomovic

Producer		

Georgia Goggin

Milica
TOMOVIĆ

Dionne
EDWARDS

Slovenia | 2016 | 14’

YOU DIDN’T FORGET

Screenwriter

Tatjana Seljak		

Producer		

Simon Intihar

Simon
INTIHAR

GENERATIONs

An elderly woman’s day is turned upside down when she sets out to find her missing
husband, who’s been struggling with memory loss.

KIDs

Germany | 2016 | 8’

Latvia | 2016 | 4’

AMI

AWESOME BEETLE’S COLORS

Little Ami finds out her mother must leave on a business trip. Mom tells her a white lie to
appease her mind while she is away. Find out what happens when the innocent lie turns true
in a way neither of them expected.

A nearly impossible story, supported by a catchy melody, guides us through the
ABCs. There are many letters in the Alphabet and in the process of learning they
are usually linked to nouns. We have created a link between all the letters of the
Alphabet using nouns, adjectives and verbs.

Animators		

Animators		
Storyboarder

Storyboarder

Ulf Grenzer
Sarah Theil Nielsen 		
Theresa Schade
Franziska Poike
Franziska Poike

Gonzalo
SAN VICENTE

Marina Trede
Indra Sproge

Indra
SPROGE

Germany | 2017 | 22’

FREE AS A BIRD

GOLDEN HOUR

A 10 year old boy, Imad, lives in a war zone. When he finds a bird with a broken
wing, he brings it home and carefully nurses it back to health. This new friendship
brings Imad joy, dreams, and strength. He learns to listen to his heart and finds the
courage to choose a (new) future.

Just like every morning a man unlocks the school gates. Just like every morning he starts
his day with a strong tea. But today Khalid the school janitor experiences everything differently. On his walk through the empty school grounds he learns more about the students’
dreams, fears and memories than ever before. This documentary draws a picture of our
generations’ children using their own voices to convey the messages they, themselves,
deem necessary to tell. May this be their desire abundance and riches or their memories of
a Syria that lays in shambles.

Animators		

Screenplay 		
Producer 		

Storyboarder

Ronald Toes
Serge Lenaers
Christiaan Moleman
Joyce van Diepen

Joyce
VAN DIEPEN

Claudia Vogt
Claudia Vogt
Karola Film

Claudia
VOGT

KIDs

Netherlands | 2016 | 25‘

Venezuela | 2017 | 76’

LITTLE GANGSTER

LITTLE HEROES

Rik Boskamp is dreaming of a different life where he’s not constantly bullied in and one in
which his father is not a total loser.

More than two hundred years ago, Arturo, Pilar and Tico, three brave children from
different backgrounds, discover an amazing secret: the key to help Simón Bolívar
defeat the enemy’s army. The time has come to fight for freedom. Troops move
forward with vigor. A great friendship is born. The adventure will be epic and the
battle, huge.

Screenplay: 		

Lotte Tabbers

Screenwriter

Enrique Cortés

Distributor AL:

Tirana Film Istitute (logo)

Animation: 		

Pampa Films

Supported by

Media Program - Creative Europe (logo)

KIDs

Netherlands | 2015 | 102’

Arne
TOONEN

Juan Pablo
BUSCARINI

Romania | 2017 | 15’

NOT ONE OF US

PRIVATE PARTY

Sparked by the racist rhetoric and narcissism of Trump, “Not One of Us” is an
ominous warning about the perils of building walls in the name of greed, hegemony,
and xenophobia.
Created in an 80s-retro clay animation style, the film’s sly humor and children’s
fable visuals belies the urgent call to action at the heart of this dark allegory.

Ovi is woken in the middle of the night. His mom drags him along to go searching for his dad.
Ovi is only the bait, but what he discovers is something else.

Screenwriter

Bill Jarcho

Screenwriter

Octav Chelaru

Producer		

Bill jarcho

Producer		

Alex Zlavog

Bill
JARCHO

Octav
CHELARU

KIDs

USA | 2017 | 9’

KIDs

Germany | 2017 | 11’

Italy | 2017 | 16’

SECRET

STELLA1

Lea lives alone with her mother but she’s kept secret from her mother’s new boyfriend.
While her mother is juggling between her parenting life and her love life, Lea delves deeper
into her childlike mysterious world.

Someone in the deep space is calling, she must complete her mission and become
a captain. Her name is Stella 1 and she’s an astronaut girl. While we are made of
the same matter of the stars, sometimes reality takes over: Stella learns the perils
of landing on the real world, after her mission in space is misdirected for her own
growth and safety.

Screenwriter

Amit Hagin
Ido Hagin

Screenwriter

Roberto D’Ippolito
Gaia Bonsignore

Producer		

Roxana Borlak

Producer

Roberto D’Ippolito
Gaia Bonsignore

Roberto
D’IPPOLITO
Amit
HAGIN

Ido
HAGIN

Gaia
BONSIGNORE

Italy | 2017 | 15’

THE COOK-OFF

THE GIRAFFE WITHOUT A LEG

A harsh competition that happens in a pastry school.

Salvatore Principe is a rough and misanthropical lawyer. He is retired and lives alone in a
rich flat where he spends his days buying on line rare stamps which are his only interest.
When a family from Senegal moves to the flat opposite his, Salvatore barricades himself in
his flat for fear of his new neighbours. Fatima, one of the Dembabas’ child strongly wants
him to enter her “reign”. The lawyer will stop all her attempts until he has a good reason to
become her “prince”...

Screenwriter

Hanna Cho		

Screenwriter

Fausto Romano

Producer		

Hanna Cho

Producer		

Samuela Renoglio 		
Paolo De Paolis
Vincenzo D’Arpe

Hanna
CHO

Fausto
ROMANO

KIDs

USA, Korea | 2016 | 7’

Finland | 2017 | 15’

THE GLASS PEARL

KIDs

A 12-year-old boy plunders garbage cans in a suburb, searching for something that might
give him a reward.

Screenwriter

Tommi Seitajoki

Producer		

Claes Olsson
Kinoproduction Oy

Tommi
SEITAJOKI

Israel | 2017 | 29’

Bulgaria | 2017 | 13’

ACROSS THE LINE

COMRADE SEBASTIAN

Screenwriter

Zuriel Melchior

Producer		

Saar Yogev & Naomi Levari

Nadav
SHLOMO GILADI

Sebastian is a student grown up in democratic Germany. He has got into Bulgaria and has
been taken prisoner. The young man has been laid to the charge of an “enemy of the state”.
The student can’t escape from his chaser. Sebastian’s escape becomes a racing through his
subconsciousness.

Screenwriter

Martin Genovski

Producer		

Yariv Lerner

Martin
GENOVSKI

NEW WORLD

Hananel, a young religious Jew, is hurrying home for Shabbat.
An unexpected encounter with Mundir, an unwanted and stubborn Palestinian
hitchhiker, leads Hananel on a series of mix-ups that eventually teach him a
lesson in communication, friendship, and love.

NEW WORLD

Colombia | 2016 | 18’

Italy | 2017 | 10’

GENARO

HER WORLD

Genaro is a farmer who’s been ordered by the paramilitary to deliver the dead bodies of
their combatants to their mothers and an envelope with money. Genaro is immune to the
pain of death. His job has ripped his soul apart and he hopes for only one thing: finding a
particular body amongst the dead.

A 7 year old child walks in an airport restroom. In a few minutes her life changes
dramatically.

Screenwriter

Andrés Porras
Jesús Reyes

Producer		

Irina Henríquez
Andrés Porras

Andres
PORRAS

Jesus
REYES

Screenwriter

Cristian Scardigno

Producer		

Cristian Scardigno

Cristian
SCARDIGNO

Netherlands | 2016 | 15’

Italy | 2017 | 8’

KINSHASA

Four african girls and a bright rainy day.

When military policeman Frank escorts a Congolese refugee during his deportation, he realizes that he is able to process his own grief through him.

Screenwriter

Ciro D’Emilio

Producer		

Ciro D’Emilio

Ciro
D’EMILIO

Screenwriter

Hyo Kaag

Producer		

Germen Boelens 		
Joyce van Diepen 		
Atilla Meijs
Michael John Fedun

Hyo
KAAG

NEW WORLD

IT’S RAINING

NEW WORLD

France | 2017 | 16’

Spain | 2016 | 8’

LES MISERABLES

TABIB

In the modern-day Parisian neighborhood of Victor Hugo’s novel, a new transfer cop learns
abusive policing practices of two veterans. When a young boy records them going too far,
the community threatens to explode.

April 27, 2016- Aleppo (Syria). The Al Quds Hospital is bombed by the allied air force.
During the attack, the last paediatrician left in the city dies. This is the story of the last
minutes of his life.

Screenwriter

Ladj Ly

Screenwriter

Carlo D’Ursi

Producer		

Christophe Barral
Toufik Ayadi

Producer		

Carlo D’Ursi
Ana Puentes

Ladj
LY

Carlos
D’URSI

Turkey | 2017 | 17’

France | 2017 | 16’

THE ALL SEEING BLIND

A man in the subway. He comes from the East. As he wanders down here, without any job,
he tries to survive. By a hazardous encounter, he confronts a man from his native city. This
brief face to face will resurrect some feelings he thought were burried deep inside of him…

Screenwriter

Nuri Cihan Ozdogan		

Screenwriter

Marion Desseigne Ravel

Producer		

Osman Tekin
Nuri Cihan Ozdogan

Producer		

Lucas Tothe

Cihan
ÖZDOĞAN

Marion Desseigne
RAVEL

NEW WORLD

The golds of Saddam, the last booties of the Iraqi war, are smuggled into Turkey
by hidden in the cotton. Blind workers are used to pick the gold from the cotton
but the smugglers try to prevent any possible thefts by telling the workers that it
is rock they are picking from the cotton. They don’t know that there’s a seeing eye
among the blind workers.

THE ELMS

NEW WORLD

Sri Lanka | 2016 | 15’

Italy | 2016 | 20’

THE JOYOUS FARMER

THE TASTE OF SALT

Ratnapala is an impoverished and alcoholic farmer living in Sri Lanka’s dry
zone. Having sold all his possessions to drown his sorrows, he lacks industry
and motivation. His environment is desolate and his future is bleak. After an
encounter with a government official, he is prescribed an experimental drug to
enhance his work ethic.

After the death of his father, a fisherman who now lives as an alcoholic vagrant is
helped by his dog to move on with his life.

Screenwriter

Hiran Balasuriya

Screenwriter

Nour Gharbi

Producer		

Simon Ryninks

Producer		

Nour Gharbi

Hiran
BALASURIYA

Nour
GHARBI

Bulgaria | 2017 | 28’

TRIALS

Screenwriter

Boya Harizanova		

Producer		

NATFA “Kr. Sarafov”

Boya
HARIZANOVA

NEW WORLD

Rumen (21) was born in Syria, where his mother was killed, because his father is a
Bulgarian, a Christian. Rumen grows in Bulgaria, raised by his father Bogdan 64. He wants
to enter the Police Academy. Two days before the exam, Rumen is involved in a quarrel
between his best friend Viktor and Syrian refugee. Half Syrian, half Bulgarian, Rumen was
faced with a difficult choice. Rumen becomes a victim of his own prejudice and, instead of
the ranks of the Police Academy, gets arrested.

DIVERGENT MINDS

Poland | 2016 | 22’

Italy | 2016 | 28’

BOUNDARY

FOR THE CHILDREN

An elderly bed-ridden paralyzed man employs a young Ukrainian woman as his carer.

A woman mistakenly accused of using a charity organization for her own benefit
attempts to convince the co-worker who reported her to the authorities that she’s
innocent. But succeeding might cause more harm than good.

Screenwriter

Bartosz Brzezinski

Screenwriter

Bruno Catarino

Producer		

Maciej Slesicki

Producer		

Bruno Catarino
Benedetta Basile

Bartosz
BRZEZIŃSKI

Bruno
CATARINO

Czechia | 2016 | 88’

MATHIEU

NORMAL AUTISTIC FILM

Mathieu is a drama in which tragedy waltzes with hope. Inspired by a true story,
this film challenges the audience to empathize with the main character. Everyone
can choose how to deal with grief. In this story, the protagonist approaches it
with hope and courage. An inspiring and refreshing story about a very serious
condition.

Children with autism don’t suffer from an incurable disease.
They suffer because they are neurodiverse in a world set up for neurotypicals. This
excursion into the world of autism redefines the seemingly firm boundaries between
“otherness” and normality.

Screenwriter

Priscillia Piccoli

Producer		

Estelle Champoux

Priscillia
PICCOLI

Screenwriter

Miroslav Janek		

Producer		

Jan Macola (Mimesis Film)

Miroslav
JANEK

DIVERGENT MINDS

Canada | 2016 | 14’

Canada | 2017 | 13’

DIVERGENT MINDS

Denmark | 2017 | 22’

OVERLOVE

SACRED HAIR

“OverLove” tells the story of the 17-year-old Olivia, who struggles with anxiety and
OCD on a daily basis. Olivia’s OCD revolves around the fear of hurting those she
loves the most, and it is concretized in an intense fear of hurting her 9-year-old
brother, Noa, to whom she has an otherwise close and friendly relation with.

A fortuitous life changing encounter between a young ill boy and a Muslim
woman in a Montreal park.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Mario Morin

Producer		

Mario Morin

Producer		

Lucas Helth
Adrian Kirk Ejsing
Clara Tufte

Lucas
HELTH

Mario
MORIN

Norway | 2016 | 14’

THEA

Screenwriter

Halvor Nitteberg

Producer		

Halvor Nitteberg
Elisabeth Aspelin

Halvor
NITTEBERG

DIVERGENT MINDS

Thea is 12 years old. She likes to play football and to be with her friends. But
why does she want to grow up to be an air ambulance pilot? Thea has a serious
and dramatic type of epilepsy, but in this film she shares her thoughts about
the things that she enjoys in her life. We follow Thea and her parents through a
long hospital stay one winter, followed by her homecoming to her brothers and
all her friends. At the hospital, there is a school. In woodwork class she makes
a gift for someone who is very special to her.

PARADE

Italy | 2016 | 9’

Mexico | 2015 | 19’

CANDIE BOY

CLUB AMAZONAS

Leone has recently received a good mark at school and now he knows very well
what to ask to his parents as gift: the pink dressed doll “Candie”.

Many types of legal and social oppression cause people to leave their homelands,
including misogyny, homophobia, and transphobia. The documentary Club Amazonas
features two young transwomen from Honduras, Jessica and Angela, who seek
tolerance and opportunity across the Mexican border while pondering the freedom
and security promised by the United States.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Roberto Fiesco
Julián Hernández

Producer		

Ernesto Martínez Arévalo 		
Iliana Reyes

Producer		

Greta Scicchitano
Naima Vitale Cappiello
Arianna Del Grosso
Roberto De Feo
Alessandro Amato
Luigi Chimenti
Andrea Costantino

Arianna
DEL GROSSO

Roberto
FIESCO

Spain | 2017 | 29’

DUSK

FOR THE GOOD TIMES

Growing up in 1950s England in an intolerant and uninformed world, young Chris
Winters struggles to fit into the gender roles dictated by wider society. A more
than tough childhood left behind, Chris meets dream woman Julie, and life lightens
a little, but the growing feeling that theirs is a life half lived haunts Chris. Endlessly
imagining what might have been, Chris is finally struck by the realisation that for
some decisions there is no right answer, and that it’s those that truly define us.

On the birthday of the patriarch of the family one of his sons decides to come out of the
closet and test the tolerance of his nearest and dearest. But the surprises that he has up
his sleeve do not end there.

Screenwriter

Jake Graf

Producer		

Jake Graf

Jake
GRAF

Screenwriter

Andrés Daniel Sainz

Producer		

IDANIA FILMS
Loinaz Jaureg
Alberto Gastesi

Andrés
DANIEL SAINZ

PARADE

UK | 2017 | 15’

PARADE

France | 2017 | 14’

Italy | 2017 | 22’

LENNY

LORIS IS FINE

Leonard escapes from his daily routine by secretly cross-dressing: until the day his
wife comes home earlier than he expected…

Loris is twenty years old, naive and in deep need for affection. He is in his room,
waiting for someone he doesn’t know. A HIV-positive man he met online is willing
to transmit his disease to him. The virus becomes a powerful ally for Loris to
gain a much desired symbiosis in his relationship with Valerio – his HIV-positive
boyfriend.

Screenwriter

Camille Beglin

Producer		

Camille Beglin

Camille
BEGLIN

Screenwriter

Simone Bozzelli
Luca De March

Producer		

Mattia de Marco
Guido Bozzelli
Simone Bozzelli

Simone
BOZZELLI

Canada | 2017 | 15'

Greece | 2017 | 5’

THE CATCH

A woman returns, after 40 years, to the village where she was born. The cause is
the death of her mother. She keeps an old photograph in her hands: a mother with
her two sons. Arriving at the cemetery, she encounters the faces of all those she
left behind.

THE CATCH is a short film about a young girl named Morgan who loves fly fishing in the river
near her home. She also likes a boy. But boys don’t like girls who fish. Morgan can’t seem to
reconcile her two interests. Will she have to choose one over the other?

Screenwriter

Dimitris Katsimiris

Screenwriter

Holly Brace-Lavoie

Producer		

Dimitris Katsimiris 		
Vasilis Stavropoulos
Kyriakos Gikas

Producer		

Sarah Mannering
Fanny Drew
Geneviève Dulude-De Celles

Dimitris
KATSIMIRIS

Holly
BRACE-LAVOIE

PARADE

MUM, I’M BACK

PARADE

Mexico | 2016 | 15’

Mexico | 2016 | 16’

THE OTHER SIDE

THE TIGER’S FIGHT

Felipe and Claudio form a very particular relationship, somehow destiny pulls them apart
taking Claudio to the United Sates, now Felipe must embark on a journey where he will risk
everything in his pursuit of happiness, so he can finally meet Claudio at the other side of
the border.

After a year of drought, Nicolas and Pablo, best friends, prepare for “The Tigers’
Fight”, a prehispanic ritual where the village men fight each other to imitate
thunder and foster the rain, hope of a good harvest. Some of the tigers also deliver
commitment flowers to a girl as a sign of love. This year, Nicolas has decided to
offer flowers not to a girl, but to Pablo.

Screenwriter

Rodrigo Álvarez Flores

Screenwriter

Denisse Quintero

Producer		

Rodrigo Álvarez Flores
Sarahí Castro
Luisa Gómez de Silva

Producer		

Paola Rivera Pérez 		
Oscar Salazar

Rodrigo
ALVAREZ FLORES

Denisse
QUINTERO

Mexico | 2015 | 20’

TRÉMULO

Screenwriter

Roberto Fiesco

Producer		

Ernesto Martínez Arévalo
Iliana Reyesi

Roberto
FIESCO

PARADE

Carlos sweeps and mops the floor of an old-time barbershop. The day before
Independence Day, among the customers is Julio. Their eyes meet, and
when the barbershop closes Julio comes back for Carlos. They spend the
night together, eating, chatting and even dancing, knowing full well that this
encounter will be brief and short-lived.

FO
CUS

MADE In ALBANIAn

Albania | 2017 | 123’

Albania | 2017 | 94’

BLACK MAN

ELVIS WALKS HOME

A young couple and her brother spend a lot of time together around the city, having a lot of
fun but all this happiness ends in the most unimaginable way.

Mickey Jones is marooned in the 1999 Balkan wars - carrying a guitar and wearing an Elvis
Presley jumpsuit. He meets a group of refugee children who hold him at gunpoint; Mickey
claims he is a UN doctor. Their dangerous journey through the horrors of war begin. Mickey
has a choice; does he follow his Elvis dreams, or does he sacrifice them to save children
whose only dream is to stay alive?

Screenwriter

Gentian Selo

Screenwriter

Jonathan Preece

Producer		

Gentian Selo

Producer		

Damiano Blloshmi
Mike Downey
Fatmir Koçi
Sam Taylor

Gentian
SELO

Fatmir
KOÇI

Kosova | 2017 | 71’

LIFE BETWEEN THE WATERS

THE ALBANIAN RECRUIT

A disaffected mechanic and his unemployed wife face a harrowing several days when their
daughter suddenly disappears. Her absence forces them to confront the alienation and
bitterness that have come to define their familial and individual lives.

After the assassination of his brother, Leke situation changes dramatically. He is recruited
in gang activities, in the same group as his deceased brother. Leke takes his brother’s
place. In addition, the burden of vengeance is present, he wants to kill his brother’s
assassin. This is one of the sad stories of Kosovo youngsters recruited in gang criminal
activities.

Screenwriter

Ardit Sadiku

Screenwriter

Sunaj Raça

Producer		

Ardit Sadiku

Producer		

Bekim Mulaj
More Raça

Ardit
SADIKU

Sunaj
RAÇA

MADE In ALBANIAn

Albania | 2017 | 75’

Spain | 2017 | 105

THE INVOCATION OF ENVER SIMAKU

MADE In ALBANIAn

18 years later, Julien returns to Albania with a determination to understand the reason that
his wife Angela died. With the help of his old collaborators he will try to get deep into a sea
of impossible records, police files and visions of beyond.

Screenwriter

Marco Lledó Escartín

Producer		

José Lledó Executive

Marco Lledó
ESCARTÍN

Macedonia | 2016 | 107’

Andi

DODA - THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES
OF FRANZ BARON NOPCSA

Andi has a very different life today compared to his childhood in Albania. He is now known as
Nikos and considered to be one of the most talented actors of his generation. Born in Albania in
the early 90s during a turbulent time, he fled with his parents to Greece. What was it like finding
your own identity in a country that was not particularly welcoming to migrants from Albania at
the time? Nikos returns to Albania, where he reconnects with his past and roots and becomes
Andi again.

This documentary is about the life and adventures of Franz Baron Nopcsa, a Viennese scholar
who almost became King of Albania! A combination of James Bond, Indiana Jones, and Lawrence
of Arabia, inspired by Karl May, Franz Baron Nopcsa wrote 180 books and articles and managed
to publish around 150, covering many areas of science, including paleontology, paleo-biology,
geology, geography, cartography, ethnography and history. A politician, a spy and a military man,
Nopcsa carried out diplomatic work in Romania, Macedonia, Albania and elsewhere. As one Italian
scientist said of him, “He was like a comet, going very fast and bringing light to others.” The film
also tells the story of Nopcsa’s partner and secretary, Bayazid Elmas Doda.

Screenwriter

Andreas Dermanis

Screenwriter

Visar Vishka

Producer		

Elias Madouros

Producer		

Visar Vishka

Andreas
DERMANIS

Visar
VISHKA

Reflecting Albania

Greece | 2017 | 47’

VIKTOR
GJIKA

2017 marks what would have been the 80th birthday of Albanian film director Victor Gjika
(1937-2009). To mark this occasion, TIFF will present four of his most well-known fiction
works, as they were meant to be seen, on the big screen and in 35mm at the AQSHF
(Central State Film Archive of Albania). These four titles, THE EIGHTH IN BRONZE (1970),
WHITE PATHS (1974), THE MAN WITH A GUN (1977) and IN EVERY SEASON (1980) represent
Gjika’s considerable talent for collaborating with some of the most notable writers,
cinematographers and actors from the ‘New Albania’s Film Studio’ era. Each is a lasting
and sometimes controversial contribution to the moving picture images of this country.
Largely unknown outside Albania, the defining motion picture work of Victor Gjika is still being
debated by critics trying to come to terms with complex notions of art and culture during
the fifty years of dictatorship. Born in the southern city of Korca, the ‘Little Paris’ of Albania,
Viktor Gjika grew up fascinated by the screenings he saw at the local Cinema Majestic (the
largest movie theater in the Balkans at the time). During the 1950’s, when Albania was in
the Soviet sphere of influence, Gjika completed his film studies at the VGIK Cinema Institute
in Moscow. A fiction short (unfortunately now lost), NOBODY EVER DIES, shot by Gjika and
Dhimiter Anagnosti for Estonian director Leida Laius, was honored with the Grand Prix at the
International Film Festival for Student Work in Lodz, Poland in 1960. Throughout his prolific
artistic life, Viktor Gjika completed fifteen feature films and twenty six documentaries. Gjika
began his career as a cameraman on Hysen Hakani’s black and white DEBATIK (1961) and on
Kristaq Dhamo’s A SPECIAL TASK (1963). After a directing a handful of documentaries, Gjika
turned to directing with COMMISSAR OF LIGHT (1966), beginning two decades as one of the
towering figures of Albanian communist cinema. For many Albanians, iconic titles such as
OPEN HORIZONS (1968), THE STARS OF LONG NIGHTS (1972), GENERAL GRAMAPHONE (1978)
have transcended their sometimes heavy ideology and become a collective reference point
for audiences young and old. In 2012, the Albanian Cinema Project, an initiative formed to
bring attention to this country’s endangered film heritage, worked with the US company
Colorlab to sponsor a restoration of Viktor Gjika’s THE SECOND NOVEMBER (1982). The most
expensive film made in the Kinostudio era, this bold, sweeping chronicle of Albania’s struggle
for independence had a triumphant screening in Tirana on the hundredth anniversary of the
events depicted in Gjika’s epic. Special thanks to the AQSHF (Central State Film Archive of
Albania) for making these screening possible.
By Iris Elezi & Thomas Logoreci
© AQSHF, Nëntor 2017
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Albania | 1970 | 101’

Albania | 1974 | 81’

I TETI NE BRONX
The eighth in bronze

RRUGE TE BARDHA
White paths

Two and a half decades after a comrade’s death, a group of former partisan’s gather in the
soldiers native village to erect a bronze bust in his honor as they recall the fateful moments
leading up to his death. For this Second World War drama, Gjika wrote the screenplay together
with Albania’s famed novelist Dritero Agolli which also marked the acting debut of seventeen year
old Yllka Mujo.

Legend has it that Viktor Gjika and screenwriter Vath Koreshi worked in a subtle religious
metaphor in this story of a heroic telephone repairman who sacrifices his life to restore
communication to an isolated village. Four decades after its release, this much beloved drama
features actor and director Rikard Ljara’s most memorable performance and was Albania’s first
color fiction film.

Dy dekada e gjysmë pas vdekjes së komisarit, një grup ish-partizanësh mblidhen në fshatin e tij të
lindjes për të vendosur një bust bronxi në kujtim të tij, duke risjellë episode nga jeta e komisarit
e lidhur me luftën. Për këtë film dramatik me temë nga Lufta e Dytë Botërore, Gjika shkroi një
skenar të bazuar mbi romanin “Komisari Memo” të shkrimtarit të njohur Dritëro Agolli. Gjithashtu,
aktorja gjashtëmbëdhjetëvjecare Yllka Mujo pati rolin e vet debutues në këtë film.

Thuhet se Viktor Gjika dhe skenaristi Vath Koreshi punuan mbi një metaforë të mprehtë fetare për
të sjellë historinë e një fillërojtësi hero, i cili sakrifikoi jetën për të vendosur komunikimin telefonik
në një fshat të thellë malor. Katër dekada pas premierës, kjo dramë e dashur për publikun shënon
rolin më të rëndësisëm për aktorin dhe regjisorin Rikard Ljarja. Ky ishte filmi i parë artistik me
ngjyra.

Skenarist/Screenplay:
Regjizor/Director:
Operator/Camera:
Piktor/Set Designer:
Kompozitor/Music:
Ne role/Cast:

Dritero Agolli
Viktor Gjika
Viktor Gjika
Ilia Terpini
Namik Prizreni
Kutrim Laro
Mevlan Shanaj
Bexhet Nelku
Vangjush Furxhiu
Yllka Mujo
Piro Mani
Sander Prosi
Robert Ndrenika

Skenarist/Screenplay:
Regjizor/Director:
Operator/Camera:
Piktor/Set Designer:
Kompozitor/Music:
Ne role/Cast:

Vath Koreshi
Viktor Gjika
Lionel Konomi
Shyqyri Sako
Limoz Disdari
Rikard Ljarja
Elida Cangonji
Ilia Shyti
Robert Ndrenika
Minella Borova
Agim Qirjaqi

Albania | 1977 | 86’

Albania | 1980 | 73’

NJERIU ME TOP
The man with a cannon

NE ÇDO STINE
In every season

Gjika adapted Dritero Agolli’s popular novel about a farmer who comes upon an abandoned Italian
cannon and contemplates using it on his wealthy neighbor rather than the occupying Germans.
This sturdy Second World War drama is highlighted by Timo Flloko’s enduring turn as Agolli’s
literary creation Mato Gruda and was the first Albanian film to be shot in the widescreen format.

Film critic Julian Bejko has written that this drama of young romance signaled a decisive turn
from the communist regimes emphasis on socialist ideals into the very first reflection on the
meaning of love in Albanian cinema. Viktor Gjika continued to explore the possibilities of wide
screen photography with a lush score by Alexsander Peci and future defense minister Arben
Imami in the role of the young student Bardhyl.

“Njeriu me top” është filmi i parë shqiptar që u xhirua në formatin e ekranit të gjerë (widescreen)
dhe u bazua në romanin popullor të Dritëro Agollit me të njëjtin titull. Historia e Mato Grudës,
fshatarit që gjeti një top lufte të braktisur nga italianët dhe mendon si ta përdorë atë kundër
fqinjit të tij të pasur dhe jo kundër pushtuesve gjermanë, u portretizua me mjeshtëri nga aktori
Timo Flloko duke mbetur një nga personazhet më të dashur të prodhimeve të Kinostudios
“Shqipëria e Re”.

Sipas kritikut Julian Bejko, drama romantike e përshkruar në këtë film, shënoi një kthesë të
tematikave të trajtuara në filmat shqiptarë, nga fokusi tek idealet komuniste, tek reflektimet mbi
kuptimin e dashurisë. Viktor Gjika, në këtë film eksperimentoi me teknikat e ekranit të gjerë, me
një kolonë zanore të mrekullueshme nga Aleksandër Peçi si dhe me aktorin Arben Imami, në rolin
e studentit të ri Bardhyl.

Skenarist/Screenplay:
Skenarist/Screenplay:
Regjizor/Director:
Operator/Camera:
Piktor/Set Designer:
Kompozitor/Music:
Ne role/Cast:

Viktor Gjika
Viktor Gjika
Lionel Konomi
Kleo Nini
Limoz Disdari
Timo Flloko
Elida Cangonji
Starvi Shkurti
Kadri Roshi
Drita Pelingu
Sander Prosi

Regjizor/Director:
Operator/Camera:
Piktor/Set Designer:
Kompozitor/Music:
Ne role/Cast:

Viktor Gjika
Bashkim Hoxha
Viktor Gjika
Pellumb Kalifa
Alush Shima
Aleksander Peci
Anisa Markajan
Arben Imami
Pavlina Leka
Spiro Duni
Frederik Noci
Ermira Bahiti
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Go2Films Israeli Films Distribution & Marketing specializes in the distribution, marketing

Srugim, the Israeli documentaries Voices from El Sayed, Desert Brides, the Israeli

and exhibition of Independent Israeli fiction and Israeli documentary films, as well as

drama films Pinchas, A Green Chariot and new Israeli features such as Five Hours

International and Jewish films. Founded in 2005, Go2Films focuses on high-quality films that

from Paris and Eli & Ben.

explore the social and multi-cultural aspects of life, focusing on moving stories that resonate

With extensive background in the educational market, Go2Films specializes in creating

for the world-wide audience.

innovative ways to market its films to the broadest audience possible and receive
maximum exposure. Hedva Goldschmidt founded Go2Films in 2005. Prior to that, she

Go2Films Israeli Films catalogue boasts more than 100 titles, for sales and for non-theatrical

headed the Distribution Department at The Ma’ale Film School and worked as a graphic

screenings. Go2Films Catalog includes the award-winning Israeli series Arab Labor and

designer and illustrator.

Israel | 2017 | 93’

Israel | 2016 | 98’

AN ISRAELI LOVE STORY

HARMONIA

The film An Israeli Love Story is set during the period of pre-state Israel and is based on
the true story of the love affair between Pnina Gary, from Nahalal, and Eli, the son of Rachel
Yanait and Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, the Second President of the State of Israel.

Harmonia is a biblical adaptation to the story of Abraham, Sarah, Hagar and their two
half-brother sons from the book of Genesis. The melodramatic plot is set in a world of a
philharmonic orchestra in present Jerusalem, reflecting the ancient roots of the drama
between Jews and Arabs.

Screenwriter

Dita Guery

Screenwriter

Ori Sivan

Producer		

Dan Wolman

Producer		

Mosh Danon

Dan
WOLMAN

Ori
SIVAN

Israel | 2016 | 87

Israel | 2016 | 74’

HEROINE

THE WONDERFUL KINGDOM OF PAPA ALAEV

Heroine is a full length feature film comprising five short stories, written and directed
by five women directors. The titles of each episode are the professions of the main
characters: The Officer, The Babysitter, The Nurse, The Stripper and The Director. This
profession does not serve as an ornament, but is at the heart of this film, inseparable from
life, from the woman herself. We aspire to present a singular mosaic, unique and timely, of
women and their choices in Israel in the 21st century.

A story about a Tajik musical family, based in Israel, that is led by a charismatic, funny,
and controlling grandfather, whose son blindly obeys him, and whose daughter left yet
desperately wants to return.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Tal Barda and Noam Pinchas

Producer		

Tal Barda and Noam Pinchas

Producer

Shira Porat
Atara Frish
Heli Hardy
Yasmin Schryer-Ozary
Shira Pajursk
Shira Porat
Efrat Cohen

Alaev Tal
BARDA
GAUDEAMUS
PRODUCTIONS

Noam
PINCHAS

Contact:
DokuFest
Marin Barleti nn
20000 Prizren, Kosovo
+381 29 233 718
info@dokufest.com

Pesë vite më parë DokuFest themeloi shkollën e filmit “E ardhmja është
këtu” dhe filloi një udhëtim për të zbuluar talentët e ri përmes programit që
nxit filmbërjen kreative të dokumentarëve nëpërmjet ushtrimeve praktike
në tregime, duke i aftësuar studentët e shkollave të mesme me konceptin
e qytetarisë aktive, të drejtave të njeriut dhe vlerave demokratike. Këtë
vit, tetë të rinj nga Kosova, Shqipëria dhe Serbia janë përzgjedhur për t’u
nënshtruar trajnimeve intensive përmes shkolles tonë të filmit.
Jemi krenar me e prezantu përmbledhjen e këtyre tregimeve të larmishme
nëpërmjet programit FUTURE IS HERE.
Five years ago we established a film school “Future is Here” and embarked
on a journey to discover young talent through our program that fosters
creative documentary filmmaking through practical exercises in storytelling,
while familiarizing high school students with the concept of active
citizenship, human rights and democratic values.
This year, eight young people from Kosovo, Albania and Serbia were selected
to undergo the intensive training sessions through DokuFest film school.
We proudly present the collection of their diverse stories through FUTURE IS
HERE program.

Kosova | 2017 | 3’

Kosova, Albania | 2017 | 7’

CUTIES OF PEJA

DECOMMUNISM
Enxhi Noni

Albana Nila
This film includes interviews with street dogs in Peja.

Is it possible to grasp the meaning of the future by accepting only the present and leaving the
past behind? A delicate medley of these notions, regarding the historical and cultural background
of Albania. Does the youth dare to be disturbed?

Kosova | 2017 | 5’

Kosova | 2017 | 6’

GIULIA
Rigers Shimaj

HIDDEN AMONG YOU
Arbër Topalli

Giulia, is a 18 years old girl, living and dreaming in Tirana. Her passion lives on two wheels and
her challenges begin with the first step she takes out there in the world.

Is it possible to grasp the meaning of the future by accepting only the present and leaving the
past behind? A delicate medley of these notions, regarding the historical and cultural background
of Albania. Does the youth dare to be disturbed?

Kosova, Serbia | 2017 | 1’

Kosova | 2017 | 7’

MIGRATIONS
Danilo Stanimirovic

THE LAST SEVSKI SUNET
Haris Fazlji

The village of Sirakovo in eastern Serbia gained its present appearance only after the locals
moved the whole village a few kilometers away. The only things that are left from the “old village”
are a few fascinating yet creepy manually built houses, an old school and a cemetery.

A story of a Bosniak boy who was circumcised during the last Sevski sunet in Nebregoste. A big
fading tradition in a very small and unique community in the region of Shar mountain in Kosovo.

Kosova, Albania | 2017 | 7’

THESE SOUNDS
TASTE SYNTHETIC
Gretel Dani

Sometimes you don’t have the option of closing your eyes because reality happens so fast and
enters your memory. I cannot say which emotions have come and gone, I only know that feeling
lost holds a place in me no more. There are sounds telling you it is going to be better. Listen to
the music.

Kosova | 2017 | 6’

THIS IS US
Arta Elezi
This is a documentary about my own family, which was made to show people that not everything
we see on the surface is true. Very often there’s something hidden behind that perfect smile
and happy face. I hope this documentary may help people open their eyes and not judge before
knowing. After all … we often mistake salt for sugar.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY
FILMOGRAPHY

ESMÉ VALK

Esmé Valk was born in The Netherlands, 1977.
Lives and works in Rotterdam Education and
Residency: Researcher at the Jan van Eyck
Academy, Maastricht, The Netherlands (2012),
Artist in résidence, Goethe Institute, Dresden,
Germany (2011), Fine Arts, Piet Zwart Institute,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands (2006 – 2008),
Fashion Design, AKI, Enschede, The Netherlands
(1996 – 2000).
Awards: First prize International Contemporary
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2013 - What belongs to the present
2011 - Guest House
2007 - Ball Pool
2007 - Mappings May Themselves
Dance Along with Dancers Dancing
2007 - Lunchtime Tracking
2007 - Choreography for the Selfish Herd II
2007 - Untitled
2006 - Sundays

Netherlands | 2011 | 2’

GUEST HOUSE
The video shows a slowly moving figure. It is impossible to recognise a single person, only the
silhouette of a body compiled from semi-transparent layers of pictures. The movement is almost
invisible to the eye, but slowly the image changes.
Publication Moment & Line
This work has been kindly supported by Fonds BKVB.

Netherlands | 2007 | 7’

LUNCHTIME TRACKING
The video camera mounted far above a shared corridor records ‘dots’ that move like humans as
they negotiate their way through the busy space.
The top-down viewpoint used represents the optimal vantage point from which to observe
horizontal movement. The white dot is used to place focus on the movement of the subject and
to abstract their humanness. In doing so, it opens up an imaginative space for me to create
backstories that explain their subtle changes in trajectory, their hesitations or their determined
marching ahead towards unknown destinations.

Netherlands | 2007 | 6’

Netherlands | 2006 | 3’

MAPPINGS MAY THEMSELVES DANCE ALONG
WITH DANCERS DANCING

SUNDAYS

In my research into the decision making involved when moving through our daily environments I
treated the exhibition space as a laboratory for studying movement. Based on measurements taken from
a clothing store I created white powder shapes on the floor mimicking a plan view of a shop layout. I was
curious to see how a person’s movements through a ‘shopping space’ would change when display stands
and clothing racks were collapsed to a two-dimensional, life size floor diagram. The traces people left
by walking through the powder froze a record of their movement. Even though the powder was heavily
disturbed, the geometry of the shapes remained plainly visible.

In the video work Sundays a group of eleven figures, dressed in costumes made of used mattress
fabric perform a dance ritual, traditionally practiced at carnival time in the Netherlands. The dance is
called the “polonaise” and includes a movement known as “hossen”.
Each costume is unique, but their design derives from the same visual language. The actors dance in
their own way, but are dancing to the same rhythm. There is a tension between the actors’ status as
independent individuals and as constituent parts of one “body”.

Netherlands | 2007 | 7’

Netherlands | 2013 | 7’

UNTITLED

WHAT BELONGS TO THE PRESENT

To the extent that the bread is identified as a human head, its unfolding destruction (sanctioned by
the group) is horrific and fascinating. The transformation reminds us of the panic and terror that
accompanies the metamorphosis in a werewolf film, or the moment when an explosion in a war
film brutally divides a soldier into pieces of human-like meat. A deep discomfort characterises our
experience of events that violate our sense that there is something sacred about the state we call
humanness.

What Belongs to the Present is a two-part installation involving a short film and an audio piece. In
this work I’ve tried to understand how the perception of Ausdruckstanz – German expressionist
dance that evolved out of the life reform movements at the start of the twentieth century – has
changed over the years. This emotionally intense dance is activated through the words and
movements of contemporary dancer Fabián Barba, who studied the work and cultural legacy of
Ausdruckstanzpioneer Mary Wigman.

The places your film can take you by Hila Chessen

WORKSHOP

Go2Films different ways of
distribution in a
changing world.
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Best Director
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MEDIA Award
AUDIENCE Choice Award

TULLA
Culture Center
Rruga Medar Shtylla,
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AQSHF
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76/1, Tirana
Tel: 04 2455713
Kodi Postar 1001 , Tiranë
email: info@aqshf.gov.al
Website: www.aqshf.gov.al
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Arkivi Qendror Shtetëror i Filmit
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